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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During the period of Khrushchev's power there was a considerable 
amount of writing and discussion about young people, their attitudes and 
problems. This interest in the situation and attitudes of the young 
spread over several dominant themes, and since, in most cases, the prose 
dealing with this subject contained a great deal of critical comment, 
often of matters that had hitherto been excluded from discussion, it drew 
upon itself the fire of orthodox literary critics and officialdom. There 
was a tendency to see the writing which fell into this category as an 
illustration of the 'conflict of generations', and' certainly, in at 
least two of the principal themes, that of de-Stalinisation and that of 
meshchanstvo, it did appear as if there was a division along generation 
lines among the characters portrayed. 
However, there was a determined rebuttal of this analysis (on the part 
of critics and in official statements) 1 particularly after the 'conflict 
of generations' became something of a cliche in western comment on this type 
of literature. It was argued on the Soviet side that this was a false 
notion; that there was no divisiveness in Soviet society between the 
generations; that the 'sons' were faithfully taking over the ideological 
baton of the 'fathers', and finally, that western commentators had totally 
misunderstood the whole 'fathers and sons' allusion which they were blithely 
promulgating.2 
Indeed, if one looked closely at the literature, there did appear to 
be a careful distribution of the positive characters and of the villains 
fairly impartially over the whole of the represented age-range. There 
were fathers (or grandfathers) who were fighting on the side of the sons, 
and renegade sons who had allied themselves with villainous elders. Now 
we may feel that to a certain extent this careful arrangement could be 
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due to facile conformism, or a trimming of the creative sails to the 
prevailing critical wind, but it is a possibility worth entertaining 
that the whole argument as to whether or not there was a conflict 
between the fathers and sons may have been somewhat wide of the mark. 
2 
It could be argued that while the revelations of the 20th Party 
Congress had caused an enormous trauma to the people who had built their 
lives and careers in the atmosphere and conditions of Stalinism, and who 
had rationalised many of its features, somehow accommodated themselves 
to this reality, even found s_ignificance and satisfaction in their lives 
by accepting the interpretations of reality that were officially put 
forward, the young people, the adolescents of the post-1957 period, 
would have had no more than a distant feeling about the more repressive 
parts of the Stalin era. To them it was far more likely to have a 
historical significance, rather than an experiential and affective one 
(unless they had grown up in an extremely politically minded and 
outspoken family, or had been personally and directly affected by the 
repressions). So we could, perhaps, entertain certain reservations as 
to whether the 'fourth generation' 3 really had any great concern for 
the revelations of Khrushchev's de-Stalinisation campaign, and perhaps 
also consider whether it was possible that it were rather the 'second' 
and 'third' generations that were deeply affected by the moral problems 
which confronted them after the disclosures of the 20th Congress. 
Certainly, in the literature itself, the agony over the past and the 
painful attempts at self-justification are mainly the lot of the older 
characters, who would belong to the second or third generations, or who 
4 fall somewhere between the third and fourth. 
The post-Stalin period differed markedly from the preceding quarter 
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of a century in several ways. There was a reduction in arbitary 
repression, more access to information and ideas, and a freer circula-
tion of these, as well as a secularisation of intellectual life which 
followed the abandonment of the quasi-religious Stalin cult. At the 
same time, contact with the rest of the world grew, and was accompanied 
by a certain percolation of cultural influences and material goods. 
Recovery from the devastation of the war, while well under way during 
Staliris last years, was almost complete by the time of his death, and 
memories of war suffering were beginning to recede. The improvements 
in living conditions (though already felt earlier) became widespread 
after 1953. Finally we ought to take into account the great changes 
wrought in the social and cultural environments by the rapid techno-
logical developments in many areas. 
These substantial differences between the two worlds, that of the 
Stalin era and that of the post-war, post-Stalin period, would at least 
contribute to, if not determine, a considerably different view of 
reality in the generation brought up in one of these worlds as against 
that which grew up in the other. So, while the gulf between the genera-
tions does exist, and while there may be conflicts between them on 
various issues, it seems more likely that this gulf and the conflicts 
too, arise from a different perception of reality which may be 
attributed to the very different worlds in which these generations 
grew up, and not solely to the disillusionment and shock of the revela-
tions of the 20th Congress and the de-Stalinisation campaign. This 
is not to deny these events a great significance in shattering or 
challenging the previously held view of reality in persons of particular 
generations, just as the defeats of the early years of World War II had 
a similar effect in shaking some taken-for-granted aspects of reality. 
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The extensive criticism of many aspects of Soviet society, and a degree 
of cynicism about official moralising and formal declarations of faith 
('fine words') that were attributed in the literature of 1957 - 63 to 
the young, were seen by the older generations as a questioning of the 
part that they themselves had played in Stalin's building of the 
Soviet society and as a questioning of the ideological basis of that 
. 5 
society. 
If, however, we look at these criticisms by the young from a 
rather different position, we may find that they flow rather from a 
different perception of reality, are akin to the criticisms that western 
youth makes of its society, and may be accounted for precisely by the 
rapid changes in the environment which make the early universes of the 
generations so different. The significance of such environmental 
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changes can be gauged from the fact that while some time ago a genera- , 
tion was considered to span some thirty years, much recent sociological 
writing tends to take a five-year interval as a generation gap. With 
this alternative view in mind, we may suspect that the preoccupation 
of the second and third generations with the nature of their own involve-
ment in the Stalin era has led to a projection of this preoccupation, 
and the guilt feelings associated with it, onto the criticisms made by 
the younger generation. 6 In other words, the older generations 
translated the criticisms of the fourth generation into their own 
terminology and in so doing have altered the substance of the criticism. 
Another theme, meshchanstvo, is often linked with the Stalin cult 
and is treated as a distortion which has resulted from the abnormal 
pressures inflicted on social life at this time. Libedinsky goes so 
7 far as to suggest that the mechanism of repression was used as an 
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instrument to forward petty self-interest, and that the ambitions of 
meshchane fed the machine of repression, whose continued operation was 
essential in order to advance the careers of some individuals. 
Here again, we may agree that there was interaction between 
Stalinism and meshchanstvo, but the assumption that, had Stalinism not 
taken place, then meshchanstvo would have died out as a phenomenon does 
not seem warranted. The apparent re-emergence of that whole syndrome 
of attitudes, values and patterns of behaviour which is contained in 
the notion of meshchanstvo seems to be due to the altered socio-
economic conditions rather than to the abuses of Stalinism alone. The 
use of material incentives as a method of encouragement and reward has 
gone hand in hand with official support and propaganda of the revolu-
tionary ideals of asceticism, self-sacrifice and satisfactions that 
come from a sense of having contributed to society, and from identi-
fication with society, rather than from personal and material gains. 8 
Since the expression of an ideologically acceptable motivation 
and intention was necessary to justify actions that might have been 
suspect on grounds of their being prompted by self-interest, professions 
of high-mindedness that accorded with official values became commonplace 
and ritualised. We have a situation where, on the one hand, an appeal 
is made to those very desires that are officially frowned upon, and, 
on the other, an acceptable formula is offered which may or may not 
be a true account of the state of affairs. For instance, skilled 
workers on Far North construction sites are supposed to be volunteers 
wishing to contribute to the speedy building of communism; the higher 
rates of pay and other material rewards that go with such jobs are not 
overtly acknowledged as the main reason why the workers might volunteer. 
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At least two consequences seem to stem from the difficulty of having 
to accommodate these contradictions. One is that there is a great 
deal of legitimising in terms of orthodox formulae; these are applied 
to actions and situations that have very little relevance to the 
principles that are invoked in order to render them respectable, and 
this 'cover up' use of moral principles and declarations tends, as it 
becomes more ritualistic, to empty them of credibility and also may 
encrust them with secondary overtones of meaning, far removed from the 
original sense. The second consequence is that confusion builds up as 
to the possible reasons which may exist for acting in certain ways, and 
also about the ways in which situations can be interpreted and evaluated. 
The formation and expression of young people's attitudes to 
meshchanstvo or de-Stalinisation is often connected with their entry 
into the adult world, and with the way in which they perceive reality 
and interpret or 'create' it. Since the main preoccupation of Soviet 
literature, for ideological reasons, is with man in his social role 
(particularly in the work situation), and since the method of approach 
is 'realism', there is a very pronounced flavour of social material and 
comment about it. While I would be most reluctant to argue directly 
from literary evidence to the 'real life' situation, one would probably 
be justified in assuming that in some ways at least, particularly in 
the selection of the theme or social problem, (and what is even more 
interesting, in the way it is resolved), there is a strong reflection 
of contemporary concerns and attitudes. 
It is almost impossible to properly answer such questions as to 
what extent the author's real position and belief in the solution he 
suggests are contained in his published work; or how much editorial 
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and censorship interference was present; or even how much self-censorship 
the author applied to his work. What can be asserted with a measure 
of confidence is that certain problems are raised, and that they are 
handled and/or resolved in a particular fashion. An examination of 
the material with these reservations in mind leaves us free to approach 
and discuss it from our own point of view on these matters. Thus, we 
are in a position to describe and comment on the preoccupations of 
Soviet literature in a specific thematic area during a particular period, 
and on the ways in which these are presented and resolved. We may also 
find that this attention to the social element in literature provides 
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a fruitful way of examining that huge proportion of officially published I 
contemporary literature (almost the whole of it with a small number of 
exceptions), which would neither warrant nor repay close analysis on 
strictly literary lines. 
It might be asked why we should pay any close attention to this 
literature, granted that most of it may be mediocre qua literature. 
It is only if we assume, however, that the only proper way of studying 
a literature is that of the literary critic concerned with the allegedly 
perennial insights of the writers that we shall assume that there could 
be no good reason for studying this type of literature. We may also 
study the literature, however, not primarily in the manner of the critic, 
expatiating on its alleged insights, but rather in the manner of the 
sociologist, for whom the conventional and possibly mediocre character 
of the works may enhance rather than diminish their interest, since 
this will indicate the extent to which they can be seen as typical 
products of the society. Since Soviet literature is of a quasi-official 
character, written in and for a highly ideological situation, its 
interest for the sociologist will thus lie in what the literature can 
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tell us about that situation, what light it might throw on prevailing 
ideologies, their changes, and their relation to the social situation. 
It might be objected against this approach, that this is to 
abandon any literary enterprise at all, for it might seem that this 
is no longer to be interested in these works qua literary works at all, 
but merely as historical documents. It might further be objected that 
they will only tell us anything about the social situation in which 
they were written, and about Soviet ideology, if we adopt an extremely 
naive view (in itself a vulgar-Marxist view) of the purely functional 
relations obtaining between a given ideological and social situation 
on the one hand and this type of literary production on the other. 
I think one could reply to both these criticisms in the following 
way. First, even if we suppose both these criticisms to be valid, 
it still would not follow that we would not learn something important 
about Soviet society at the time by studying specifically this type of 
literature. One can certainly learn several things from these sources. 
First, they tell us about some of the received and accepted values and 
attitudes of the society, notably towards young people, at a time when 
the question of their ideological purity was particularly an issue in 
the society. Just because this is a censored and quasi-official source, 
we may be sure that the values and attitudes being celebrated in this 
literature are certainly the received values, which people are to be 
encouraged to sustain and secure. It tells us, one might say, what 
the official imaginative projections of the society are, what 
projections of itself in fictional terms are sanctioned. And it tells 
us not just the nature but also the range of these - e.g., one might 
note what is missing, what is specially emphasised, and so on. We do 
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9 
not need to accept any naive correspondence theory to be able to insist 
on this point. And secondly, equally unquestionably, they tell us 
about prevailing literary conventions. Precisely because these works 
may not be experimental or highly original, they are of special interest, 
for they will illustrate the accepted ways, the devices, the literary 
forms, which are, so to say, permitted as means of expressing the 
approved attitudes. 
However, there is in fact no reason to accept that either of these 
above criticisms is valid. Against the first -criticism, that this is 
not to make a literary study at all, one might argue as follows. 
Suppose that one wants to comment critically on any professedly 'good' 
with experimental or more original literature within this sort of 
genre and of this period. A number of western critics have certainly 
expatiated on the merits of the literature which they admire for this 
period. The point is that unless one first gains an acquaintance with 
the conventional themes and the conventional literary forms, which 
are precisely what this body of literature reveals to us, one will not 
have any measure at all of the degree to which it may be remarkable, 
original, or surprising, that a given writer should have ignored these 
themes, these conventions, and adopted his own. The sociology of 
literature and literary-critical appreciation cannot be divorced in 
the way the first criticism presupposes. The study ·of a body of 
literature which exhibits, rather than challenges, the prevailing 
conventions and attitudes is an essential study to undertake if one 
is to produce any well-informed account of just what is original or 
remarkable in the good literature of the time. It is only by knowing 
the conventions that one can judge in what ways and to what extent 
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truly creative writers are breaking out of these in respect of either 
form or content, or both. Otherwise one may underestimate, praise 
irrelevantly, or generally misunderstand. 9 
To turn to the second type of criticism, that a vulgar-Marxist 
methodology is implied by this type of study of literature, it is 
not in fact at all necessary to adopt such a position to show that 
the study of this type of literature has something to tell us about 
the society which one could not otherwise learn, and there is in fact 
a completely different methodology that one might adopt which will 
demonstrate this claim. A minor point is that because much of this 
literature is untranslated and deals with a society on which there is 
not very much information it can tell us a great deal of social detail 
about that society. But the main point is that we can discover some-
thing about ideology in general, and about role-playing in particular, 
in this society, from a study of such literature. 
The literature of this period discloses that there were very 
defined roles in which the characters are made to see themselves, and 
that there is a ~ery defined sense of what sorts of ideals one's 
behaviour is meant to conform to, and what would count as such a case 
of one's behaviour conforming to such an ideal. But it is also shown 
that there are characters for whom these roles are no longer real. 
Young people, in particular, are made to appear critical, in the sense 
that they reject that certain descriptions and roles specify all 
that there is to be said about their behaviour. What the young people 
are challenging, in fact, are social perceptions. Thus, what is 
exhibited in such literature is not so much a case of generation 
conflict as a case in which the given ideology which has controlled 
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people's perceptions of their behaviour in a total manner is challenged 
in the sense that it is seen to be a closed account of social reality 
and not all there is to be said. 
The literature may thus be said to reveal an important fact about 
the role of Soviet ideology in relation to Soviet society. It might 
be said (as MacIntyre in a recent study of Stalinist ideology has put 
it)lO that Stalin's aim as an ideologist was to impose a single 
pattern and language, 'a closed system of concepts' , 11 but that he did 
not entirely succeed in closing the doors to alternative ways of 
perceiving and talking about the society. The special significance 
of this type of literature in this situation may thus be said to lie 
in the fact that it illustrates the prising open of a conceptual scheme 
which had been privileged - which had been set up as the way of per-
ceiving and describing the social world - but was now being challenged. 
During the period of deStalinisation this type of literature thus 
played a role in relation to the ideological shifts that were taking 
12 place, not only by reflecting the less closed situation, but also 
by helping to prise it open further still, in the sense of showing that 
some people were no longer convinced by the given language, roles and 
perceptions. The shifts between 'thaw' and 'freeze' periods may be 
regarded as the expression of official response to such an effect of 
literature on the permissible ways of viewing the world. 
If this literature and its significance have been correctly 
characterised, then it may be further described as a literature in 
which the notion of one's behaviour answering to an ideology, and the 
notion of playing a role, living up to a given picture of one's 
behaviour, is very important. If this is so, then it follows in turn 
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that one appropriate way to study this literature will be to apply the 
insights of the tradition in theoretical sociology which has concen-
trated in general on the question of the sociology of knowledge and in 
particular on the notion of role-playing. 
It is this approach which I shall in fact adopt in what follows. 
I shall draw in general on the literature which has recently been 
devoted to the way in which a given society succeeds in imposing on its 
members the roles which they play. And I shall make use in particular 
of the framework set up for the study of the sociology of knowledge by 
P. Berger and T. Luckmann in The Social Construction of Reality. 13 
The relevance of this approach for my own argument lies in its emphasis, 
derived ultimately from Max Weber, on the two ways in which the problem 
of 'legitimation' (Weber's phrase) arises for the leaders of any given 
society. First, we shall see from the literature to be examined how 
it arises, as Berger and Luckmann put it, as a problem in social per-
ception. The leaders of the given society have to be able to produce 
a picture of social reality in which the existing social structure and 
the roles needed to sustain it are successfully legi£imated. And 
secondly, we shall also see how it arises as a problem of social Eower. 
The leaders of the given society not only need to be able to enforce 
the orthodox view of social reality at the level of teaching it to very 
young people, they also need to be able to make it seem plausible to 
young people who have reached a more reflective - and so a potentially 
critical - phase in thinking about their own social situation and role. 
We shall see precisely these two preoccupations very clearly reflected 
in the literature to be examined. 
The first theme I shall take up will be concerned with the 
• 
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examination of what has been called 'role performance'. Berger and 
14 Luckmann point out that repeated actions and forms of behaviour that 
are shared and that are recurrent acquire a taken-for-granted character; 
when these involve two or more actors, actions whose meaning is shared 
(or 'reciprocally typified actions') emerge. These may be 'object~vated' 
as knowledge by means of language, and can then be transmitted to other 
members of the community. The behavioural patterns (and the actors) 
may also be typified as 'roles', and standards of role performance become 
part of the common stock of knowledge accessible to all members of the 
society, or to those who may, potentially, be performers of these 
particular roles. Further, it is suggested that roles may become 
institutionalised, and that while all roles represent the institutional 
order, some may 'symbolically represent that order in its totality more 
than others. Such roles are of great strategic importance in a society 
these roles help in maintaining such integration in the consciousness 
and conduct of the members of the society, that is, they have a special 
relationship to the legitimating apparatus of the society'. 15 
The next theme I shall take up will be concerned with some 
literary examples of 'secondary socialisation'. Primary socialisation 
is taken to be the process by which an individual builds up a world 
and an identity, and this process ends when the 'concept of the 
generalised other' has been established in the consciousness of the 
individual and an internalisation of society, reality and identity has 
16 taken place. In primary socialisation the world of the parents 
(who are the usual no-choice socialising agents) is the world, while 
. . . 
in secondary socialisation, i.e. all further internalisations of reality, 
this is not the case • 
14 
'Secondary socialisation is the internalisation of the institutional 
. . . b d " b ld " or institution ase su -war s . . . we may say that secondary social-
isation is the acquisition of role-specific knowledge, the roles being 
indirectly rooted in the division of labour .•• The "sub-worlds" 
internalised in secondary socialisation are generally partial realities 
in contrast to the "base-world" acquired in primary socialisation. Yet 
they, too, are more or less cohesive realities characterised by normative 
17 and affective as well as cognitive components.' 
Secondary socialisation is built upon the base of primary social-
isation, but the two may not fit neatly together, and the realisation 
that the world of primary socialisation is not the only one can cause 
crises. Also, both forms of socialisation require 'reality maintenance', 
so that some symmetry between objective and subjective reality is kept 
up. Though primary socialisation is much more 'massive' than secondary, 
the subjective realities internalised at both stages are vulnerable to 
challenge, though those of the latter are the more susceptible ones. 18 
There is one further situation which is relevant to both the 
major themes I shall take up, and is therefore worth mentioning; this 
is the case where there is a discrepancy between primary and secondary 
socialisation (when the unity of primary socialisation is maintained, 
but alternative realities appear as subjective options in secondary 
socialisation). When the presentation of discrepant worlds takes place 
in 'secondary socialisationJ, then, since 'internalisation need not be 
accompanied by affectively charged identification with significant 
others ... the individual may internalise different realities without 
identifying with them. Therefore, if an alternative world appears in 
secondary socialisation, the individual may opt for it in a manipulative 
15 
manner ... The individual internalises the new reality, but instead of 
it being his reality, it is a reality to be used by him for specific 
purposes. In so far as this involves the performance of certain roles, 
he retains subjective detachment vis-a-vis them - he f'puts them on " 
19 deliberately and purposefully.' 
If the study of this type of literature, by means of this approach, 
is capable, as I hope to show, of yielding these sorts of insights 
about the society in and for which the literature was written, it might 
very tentatively be suggested that the findings of the following study 
have a certain methodological interest. The approach which I have now 
outlined to studying how a society maintains and transmits a particular 
image of its own values is still somewhat novel. Its value has been 
d d . h f h . 1 f 1 · . 20 b 1· t h · 11 emonstrate int e case o t e socio ogy o re 1g1on ut as sti 
been rather little applied to literary studies. It does seem, however, 
as I hope to illustrate that this approach is not only valid but appears 
to be particularly fruitful when applied to studying the type of quasi-
official and highly ideological literature with which I shall be concerned. 
It might thus be tentatively claimed for the following study that it 
represents not merely an application of this approach but a contribution 
to it, in the sense of providing an example in which this approach does 
seem specially appropriate as a way of studying the relations of 
literature and society, and showing that there are such relations, but 
without adopting any vulgar-Marxist position about the correspondence 
of the literature to the social situation. The situation, on the 
contrary, can be seen to be partly constituted out of this type of 
ideological projection of the society. It is this crucial fact which 
the methodology I have adopted seems particularly well-suited to establish. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE POSITIVE HERO 
I 
A great deal of importance has always been accorded in Soviet 
literature to the presentation of the particular qualities, attitudes 
and patterns of behaviour that are considered ethical and socially 
desirable. The 'positive hero', 1 the literary character who embodies 
the full range of such virtues, has been a mandatory figure in Soviet 
writing since 1932, and he is expected to perform at least two 
functions in addition to simply being an important character in a 
book. He must reflect social reality, but with an optimistic 
refraction which serves as a guide as to how it ought to be perceived, 
and he must also inspire emulation. The second aspect of the positive 
hero - as a blueprint for acceptable ideals, personal attributes, and 
behaviour patterns - is generally recognised, and as a putative 
influence on young people it is reinforced by comment and discussion 
in the media of communication and in educational processes, as well 
as in general discourse and debate. 2 
The positive hero of contemporary Soviet literature has a line 
of literary progenitors which reaches well back into the middle of 
the nineteenth century. Not only are most of his attributes carried 
over from the early radical and revolutionary ideals expressed in 
the 1860s, but the very existence of the positive hero as a type can 
be traced back to the debates of the time on the nature and role of 
1 . 3 iterature. We can discern some of the characteristic qualities 
4 of the positive hero in Turgenev's new men Insarov and Bazarov, 
5 and particularly in Chernyshevsky's Rakhmetov. The heroes of Gorky', 
Furmanov, Fadeev, Gladkov, Ostrovskii and Polevoi6 display similar 
qualities: dedication, self-discipline, resoluteness, incorruptibility, 
18 
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singlemindedness, ruthlessness, rejection of private pursuits and 
subordination of personal life to public duties and activities. These 
characteristics were carried over and incorporated into the stereotype 
of the positive hero that dominated the post-1934 period until the 
Thaw of 1953. 
Although the situations and problems which the positive hero 
was shown to confront varied periodically, 7 the qualities which he 
possessed or deliberately acquired, and his patterns of behaviour, 
remained very much within the range I have cited. The critical 
representation of characters of this type also varied within this 
period. During the Twenties the fitness of this type of positive hero 
to act as a blueprint for the New Soviet Man was seriously challenged, 
and the implications latent in the selected list of idealised qualities 
was scrutinised. Olesha in Envy questioned some of the values and 
traits of the new man of this period, and contrasted them with the 
values of the old, superseded society. Thus Kavalerov and Ivan are 
measured against Andrei Babichev and Makarov -- in the balance lies 
th . . h h b 0 8 eir respective wort as urnan eings. Pil'nyak, in Naked Year 
d . M h 9 d Z . . W lO 1 . . . d h . . d 1 an in a ogany an amyatin, in~ a so criticise tis i ea 
type at the same time, using distortion and caricature to make their 
points. During the Thirties, and until the time of Stalin's death, 
this form of criticism disappeared, and any criticism of such heroes 
was instead focused upon their possible shortcomings, flaws, errors 
or corruption due to external pressures or bourgeois tendencies. 
While the method of caricature and distortion had called the image 
of the positive hero into question, this second form of criticism 
offered no challenge to the morality or ethical nature of the man who 
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was shown to be the possessor of the qualities embodied in the myth. 
The criticisms instead ran along the lines of exposing the danger of 
having pretensions to these qualities, either by revealing actual 
deceptions in the hero's claims, or by showing his failure to display 
the appropriate qualities at the proper time, or by means of juxtaposing 
characters lacking the appropriate qualities with those possessing 
them. 
During the period 1957 to 1963, however, a special variation of 
the negative character appears. The character in this case is a 
sincere and successful emulator of the ideal hero. He appears in a 
number of works of this period dealing with young people and their 
problems. Sometimes it is the young person himself who is such a 
character, while at other times he merely encounters such people. The 
character conforms to a greater or lesser degree to the ideal of the 
positive hero, with enough of the qualities and patterns of behaviour 
to pass as a worthy and acceptable person. With the development of 
the story, however, he is revealed as being only apparently a positive 
character. This revelation does not follow the lines of mistaken 
character assessment, for the character is all he professes to be, 
and does have most of the qualities required in the ideal type. The 
point is rather that these qualities are presented as insufficient to 
allow us to accept their possessors as ideal or even as particularly 
good people. 
The line of criticism which this approach raises is thus of much 
greater interest, and brings in many more interesting issues and 
implications, than the quasi-critical literature of the Stalin period. 
In that literature the virtues of the positive hero remained 
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unquestioned. In this literature, however, it is the adequacy of the 
ideology in terms of which the positive hero's qualities are assessed 
which is in part at least being questioned. It is now questioned, 
that is, whether the qualities and characteristics which have hitherto 
been agreed upon as the essential qualities of a moral person within 
the communist ethical ideal are really necessary or exhaustive after 
all. The significance of this is not just that we are presented with 
a situation in which, contrary to expectation, a set of allegedly 
ideal social conditions are shown not to have brought forth the 
automatic moral improvement of human beings, such that it becomes 
open to us to ask why this has not happened, and how moral improvement 
(if such a thing is possible) is to be brought about. There is also 
the further significance, as I indicated in the Introduction, that if 
the given qualities of the positive hero are in some way inadequate 
or irrelevant, the whole question of 'what is a good man' is again 
made an open one, and not necessarily a question to which the existing 
Soviet ideology provides the complete answer. 
It is possible to examine the way in which these questions were 
put and resolved in the literature dealing with young people and their 
problems during this period, if we turn to consider three novels by 
Vil'Lipatov: Glukhaia miata of 1960; Strezhen' of 1961; and 
Chernyi Iar of 1963. 11 If we consider these works in parallel, it is 
possible to isolate two types of character. One type is the new man 
of the positive hero kind. (Since these characters are all endowed 
with the traditional and accepted virtues we may call these the 
'seemingly-perfect' characters.) The other type is almost a parody 
of the first. The characters of this second type are portrayed as 
Ii 
1, 
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having been compelled, because of circumstances, to adopt the role of 
public heroic figures. The grasp, with these characters, of the 
qualities required of them is thus a matter of assuming a style and a 
way of behaving, and some of the things they say are also part of 
this assumed character. But this performance only extends over certain 
parts of their lives. While it may be thoroughly assimilated by them 
for the required areas, there are parts of their lives which are 
conducted in a different manner. The basic difference between the two 
types of character is thus that while those belonging to this second 
type have acquired their qualities at a late stage and in a self-conscious 
manner, the characters of the first type have grown up with them or 
have managed thoroughly to integrate them. 
The characters of Viktoria in Strezhen' and Alenochkin in Chernyi 
Iar belong to the first type of character. Alenochkin is a man of 
whose background we know little. He comes into the novel fully 
developed, and the reader is placed in the same position as the members 
of the group in which Alenochkin finds himself, who have to decide 
what manner of a man this is. Alenochkin is a less detailed character 
than Viktoria. He shares some of Viktoria's qualities, however, and 
is seen by Maxim Kovalev, a young engineer who is working under him, 
as a man with will-power, self-control, persistence, and knowledge. 
He admires Alenochkin 
···· - ero ynb6KoH, HenpHHYl-K,I\BHH bM yMBHHBM aecTH ce6H 3a 
npe~ce~aTenbCKHM CTOnoM, yaepeHHOCTb~ a ce6e, BHBWHOCTb~ 
Bna~HMHpa AneKceeaHYa: 6onbWHM n6oM, aecen blMH rna3aMH, 
KpenKOH weeH, KopeHacToH ~HrypoH. 12 
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This picture of Alenochkin as an ideal type is built up from the 
beginning. 
Bna,QH MHp AnBKCBBBHY An BHOYKHH - xopowHH HHmBHBp H HaYanbHHK. 
DH ,QO TOHKOCTBH 3HaBT caoe ,Qeno, DYBHb MHoro paooTaBT. Ero 
MOmHO 3aCTaTb B KOHTOpB B Yac HOYH, a B WBCTb y Tpa Bn a,QH MHp 
AnBKC88BHY onATb B~MBpHBaBT TBppHTOpH~ yYaCTKa HBToponnHB~M H 
X03AHCKH MH waraMH. DH acer,Qa 60,Qp, no,QTAHYT, aecen , pacnonomeH 
K wyTKB H ynblOKB. AnBHOYKHH YMBBT na,D.vlTb C n~,Qb MH - HHKOr,JJ.a HB 
nOBblWaBT ronoc, pOBBH B o6paLJ..\8HHH. 13 
Maksim's very first impressions of Alenochkin were most favourable 
-- he exhibited an easy, relaxed manner at their first encounter, with 
a transition from friendly banter to serious, comradely talk: 
3TH cnoaa: 'noMOrHTB MHB BHB,D.pHTb Hx!' - 6~nH npOH3H8C8H~ 083 
ynb16KH, cepbB3HO, 3HeprHYHO. v1 MaKCHM Hoaanea acnoMHHn, KaK 
xopowo, yaamHTBnbHO roaopHnH 06 MBHOYKHHB B Tp8CT8. ' Mb! 
cpa6oTaeMcA,' no,QyMan OH •••• 
C Tex nop npowna 3HMa, H MaKCH M Hoaanea HB pa3oYapoaancA a 
AnBHOYKHHB, a Hao6opoT, y6B,QHnCR B TOM, YTO HaYanbHHK yYaCTKa 
- oTnHYH~H pyKDBO,JJ.HTBnb.14 
The character of Viktoria in Strezhed is sketched with much 
greater detail, which serves an important function both in establishing 
her uncorrupted character in terms of external influences, and in 
revealing the traditional nature of the principles of her upbringing 
and of her models. Her upbringing was in the hands of her mother, a 
teacher, who had herself been a dedicated revolutionary and held to 
the strictest traditions of the ideal revolutionary upbringing. The 
father is presented as a mild man, preoccupied with his books and his 
teaching, to the secret relief of the mother, who had felt that their 
daughter needed strict discipline to offset the possible effects of 
being an only child, and thus of being more in danger of being spoilt 
and indulged. The main tenets according to which Viktoria is said 
.. 
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to have been raised were those of strict discipline, along with the 
development of self-discipline, mercilessness in the standards set 
for herself, will-power, and in general strength of character. Thus 
by the time Viktoria had reached the 8th class at school, she was 
outstanding for the demands she made on herself and others, for her 
firmness of character and her contempt for other more easy-going and 
less disciplined children. 
In one of the first chapters of the novel Viktoria discusses life 
and her future with her friend and old school-fellow, Stepan. She 
begins by quoting the words of Nikolai Ostrovskii on the need to live 
in such a way that one does not regret in agony one's uselessly spent 
years, and then describes their effect on her: 
~ enaHHB H~TH no mH3HH rop~o, pBWHTBnbHO, ~OOHTbCR MHororo, 
CTaTb 6onbWHM ~enOBBKOM.15 
Clearly, Viktoria's model and her inspiration come from one of the 
revolutionary 'men of steel1 • Further, Viktoria develops her own 
ideas on what life is all about: 
- YenOBBK mHBBT TOnbKO B CTpeMnBHHH K oon bWOMy! 583 3Toro 
mH3Hb CTaHOBHTbCR nycTOH.16 
She encourages Stepan to display will-power, persistence, to find 
an aim in life, and undertakes to help him to turn him into a 
courageous, proud man. 
Viktoria is shown as rejecting Stepan's friendship and love. 
This she justifies to her mother by explaining that she has been 
taught to strive after great things, and that though Stepan had other 
good qualities, he lacked will-power and self-discipline, and could 
never be worthy of her. Conversely, she sees her relations with her 
I 
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fellow workers in the fishing brigade as entirely satisfactory: 
R Mory pa6oTaTb, o6~aTbCR c n~~bMH. RHB xaacTa~cb, ecnH 
V 
roaop~, YTO y MBHR BCTb H BOnR, H HaCTOHYHBOCTb, H 3HaHH8 
n~eH .... TaM Ha necKe, BCTb nbRHHWa THXHH, TaK OH no6aHaaeTcR 
MBHR. R H8 nH6epanbHHYa~ C HHM, KaK ,D,pyrHe. 17 
Viktoria's image, in short, is that of a principled, direct, 
outspoken person. 
Viktoria is thus shown urging the brigade on to greater efforts 
by criticising their existing rituals and habits, and finally 
insisting, as a matter of pride and principle, on an explanation for 
her undeserved inclusion in a commendatory newspaper report. Tikhii, 
who is a near-alcoholic, is shown as the particular target of her 
uncompromising insistence on the observance of labour-discipline. 
And she is shown, in a dangerous moment during an emergency on the 
river, conquering her own fears and behaving with courage and competence, 
in a way that wins the respect of the fishermen for her meticulous 
work and her strict observation of the rules. 
After her courageous behaviour in danger Viktoria feels sure of 
her own potential and is elated: 
CMoTpH, MaMa, KaK ae~eT ce6R TBOR ~OYb! DHa B~pocna cMenoH, 
pewHTBnbHOH, HB 6oR~BHCR Tpy~HOCTBH. DHa, BHKTOpHR, c MeeTcR 
Ha,D, T8MH Mono~blMH n~~bMH, KOTOpb18 6oRTCR }l{!,13HH, TBpR~TCR B 
HBH, co CTpaXOM H~YT Ha npOH3BO~CTBO. DHa ,D,pyraR! DHa ~0668TCR 
acero, YTO 3aXOY8T, - 6y,D,BT xopOWH M BpaYBM, MO}1{8T 661Tb 3a~HTHT 
~HCCBpTaWH~ H CTaHBT YYBH~M. YnopcTBa H BOnH y H88 XBaTHT.18 
Viktoria recalls an episode from her own childhood, which 
symbolises to her her own early will-power, persistence and strength 
of character. Each child in her class had been asked to copy a puppet 
.. 
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model. Viktoria was the only one to copy exactly the cold-eyed 
passionless shop-made puppet. 
- B TOYHOCTH KaK H3 MaLa3HH a1 Mono~B~, BH KT OpHR !1 9 
Not one of the other children had managed to make such a puppet, 
though theirs were good, but each in its own way, with a special 
expression -- happy, sly, sad or cheeky. 
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The second type of character in these novels -- the type which 
is almost a parody of the 'seemingly-perfect' characters can be 
represented by the figure of Rakov in Glukhaia miata and by 
Strel'nikov in Strezhen'. Both these men have been appointed or 
elevated to a particular role, and because there is a conventional 
belief that these roles go with certain required modes of behaviour, 
and carry certain responsibilities, both Rakov and Strel'nikov are 
shown to have adopted, with differing degrees of thoroughness and 
success, the characteristics and mannerisms which, in their eyes, 
properly belong to their positions. 
Rakov is a tractor driver who has been singled out as a model 
worker. After his portrait had appeared on numerous walls with 
accompanying exhortations to emulate this man, and after the oblast 
newspaper had run a laudatory article on his achievements, Rakov 
faced his idealised image with fear and shame. Since he did not 
recognise himself in the image, he felt that any comparison of his 
real self and his real achievements with the imaginary, ideal Rakov 
would make him appear inadequate and fraudulent. As no disastrous 
revelations took place, however, he became accustomed to his role 
and gradually took steps to reduce the discrepancies between his 
own person and the idealised image: 
noTOM reopn1H CTan 6pvtTbCR LJBpB3 ..0,BHb, LJT06bl XOTb HBMHOH<KO 
noxo~vlTb Ha CvlHHH nopTpBT; 3aBBn TOncTy~ o6wy~ TBTpa..o,b, 
aaToMaTvlLJBC KY~ pyYKY vi cT~n 3anv1c~aaTb, cKonbKO oTpa6oTan 
Ha MaWvlHB 683 pBMOHTa, CKOnbKO no~Tpeneaan neca, CKOnbKO 
pe6RT 06yyv1n cnoH<HOMY Ma CTBpCTBY, vi co BpBMBHBM y6e..o,vincR, 
YTO HB Ha6pexan KOppecnOH..O,BHT - OH ..O,BHCTBHTBnbHO pa6oTan 
xopowo. 3TO npvtHBcno ycnOKOBHHB - npvt BCTpBLJB c TOBapv1~aMH 
OH HB vt36eran npRMOro B3rnR..o,a, HB CM~ancR 06v1nvtBM CHHvlX 
nopTpBTOB. CTpBMnBHHB noxo~HTb Ha Toro PaKOBa, YTO rnR~Bn 
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co CTBH, HB npowno ~apoM - CTan noxo~HTb Ha nopTpBT: TaK }t{8 
BblCOKO vi rop..o,o 3a~v1pan no~6opo~OK, noKpOBHTBnbCTBBHHO, Ha..O,MBHHO 
wypvin r n_a3a. ·Ywvi TBnBpb HB TOpLJanvi - Pa Ko a nononHen nvtl...\OM. 2D 
Fame brought good things to Rakov. He married an outstanding 
beauty whom he had until then regarded as inaccessible, and he became 
accustomed to his good fortune. Rakov now believed in the 'correctness' 
of his life, and came to believe in the change he had undergone. As 
his attitudes thus became increasingly fixed and rigid, he began to 
see in them the best and most trustworthy modes of behaviour. The 
arrogant pose of the poster became his own ordinary posture. He lost 
the ability to behave spontaneously and naturally, because he was 
constantly constrained by the feeling that he was performing before 
an audience, and this made him pompous and self-important in everything 
he said. The rigid stereotype into which Rakov had forced himself 
thus came to act as a barrier in his ordinary relations with people, 
and effectively cut him off from ordinary contacts. 
Strel'nikov is the brigade leader of a group of river fishermen, 
and his adopted pose is that which he thinks of as appropriate for an 
ideal brigade leader. His adoption of the posture he thinks appropriate 
is now shown as being so thorough or far-reaching as Rakov's, and 
there are times when he drops it entirely, and enters into a completely 
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different relationship with the people around him. At meals, at 
moments of relaxation, and when he is at work, Strel'nikov drops the 
self-consciously assumed role of brigade leader and becomes a person 
instead of just the personification of a role: a skilful, 
kind-hearted, rather simple man. And at such moments he has the 
respect and affection of the other people. 
Strel'nikov is portrayed not only as a man who feels compelled 
to play his part, but also (when he is on his duty visits to the 
centre) as a man compelled to feed and reinforce this compulsion, even 
to the extent of creating situations in which he can then act his 
part as brigade leader. He is shown issuing unnecessary orders, 
assuming a commanding strut and tone of voice, trying hard to introduce 
formal situations like 'production discussions' with his brigade, 
simple-mindedly feeling that such performances are demanded by his 
role, even if there is no justification for them in functional terms. 
He is singularly unsuccessful in his attempt to introduce the public 
meeting situation to the brigade. The other members are prepared to 
play along, to allow him to make speeches and run the meeting, all 
the while cooperatively comporting themselves with appropriate decorum. 
The whole performance collapses, however, when their active participation 
is demanded in questions and discussion. 
Both these characters of the second type, Rakov and Strel'nikov, 
are portrayed as outstandingly skilled at their special work, and 
when they are caught up in the excitement, concentration and pleasure 
of their work, the assumed poses drop away and they appear as far 
more impressive people than their assumed roles ever permit them to be. 
Although both characters are shown to have a certain arrogance, 
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neither is shown to have any conviction of superiority over other 
people, except that which is given to them, as they see it, by their 
respective roles. 
This second type of character may thus be said to illustrate 
most clearly the sense in which the writers with whom I am concerned 
are interested in, and to some extent disturbed by, the way in which 
such characters' behaviour exhibit them to be the prisoners of the 
roles created for them by the prevailing ideology. They provide the 
clearest indication of the way in which their ideology not only 
controls but stereotypes their behaviour. They actually come, that 
is, to perceive themselves in terms of the roles laid down in the 
ideology, and to that extent they are shown becoming less than real 
people: in the case of Rakov, the man is ultimately seen conforming 
to the image of himself created by the posters advertising his merits. 
The behaviour of these characters is shown to have a meaning for them 
only in terms of the prevailing ideology, and yet the prevailing 
ideology is in turn shown to make their behaviour a parody of the 
ideology and the values it enshrines. 
This second type of character, however, is not totally separate 
or distinguished in this respect from the first type. It is true 
that Rakov and Strel'nikov play out their roles in terms of such 
stereotyped phrases, physical bearing, tone of voice and other such 
devices that they appear foolish in the sheer ineptness and crudity 
of their interpretation of these roles. It is also true, however, 
that characters of the first type, such as Alenochkin or Viktoria, 
stage not wholly dissimilar performances in certain situations where 
there are available stereotypes. They use very much the same devices, 
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but because their performances are more convincing, and because the 
ideal pattern to which they are conforming is socially approved, their 
role-playing is in turn accepted with approval. Furthermore, since 
their performances are not only more convincing, but are also felt 
to be spontaneous by the actors themselves, and not the conscious 
enactment of a role at all, so their audiences tend to be less aware, 
as well as less critical, of the fact that they are nevertheless 
role-playing according to a pre-established model of correctness. It 
is still the case, however, even with these 'seemingly-perfect' 
characters, that they are just as constrained and limited in their 
responses to people and situations as are Rakov and Strel'nikov when 
they are playing their parts. Thus Alenochkin and Viktoria are also 
reacting and responding to a series of preconceived situations and 
pre-judged, pre-classified people: for every person they encounter 
there is a stereotyped evaluation and response, and this is the one 
they adopt. 
When Alenochkin is shown, for example, taking charge of a tensely 
hostile situation between a workman and an engineer, he is also shown 
to slip into the appropriately commanding manner: 
TaK ~8naTb H8nb3R, Ky36M8HKo! - cTporo npo~onma8T OH. -
npowy H8M8~n8HHO 3aHRTb CB08 M8CTO! fl H8 npv1BblK ~Ba~bl 
nDBTOpRTb pacnopRm8Hv1R! - snaCTHO BCKpv1Kv1Ba8T An8HOYKv1H, 
Kor~a sv1~v1T, YTD EM8nbRH H8 ~sv1m8TCR. - R KoMy roaop~, 
TDBapv1~ Ky36M8HK O! 
- BoT TaK! y~osn8TBDp8HHO 3aM8Ya8T An8HDYKv1H. - C ~v1c~v1nnv1HDH 
y Hae 8~8 H8 BC8 na~Ho!21' 
Similarly Viktoria, consistently with her self-image of resoluteness 
and high principle, reacts to people and their actions by passing 
judgments on them. This response is merely a consequence of the 
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sense of self-righteousness which appears as a deeply felt emotion 
in the case of 'seemingly-perfect' characters. Their acceptance, 
that is, and their perfect imitation of the ideal revolutionary and 
new man images, combined with the knowledge that they are successful 
in following a series of patterns which are favourably evaluated in 
their society, leads these characters to adopt an attitude of 
superiority over the humbler and less perfect, who have been unable 
to attain such a moral level. The 'seemingly-perfect' not only know 
what the prevailing ethical ideals are, and thus what a good man must 
be like. They have also managed to mould themselves according to 
this model, and so can regard themselves as ethical beings. Thus 
they see it as part of their image to expose immoral actions and 
attitudes, to see that justice is done, that punishment is administered 
to unworthy individuals, and even if need be that they are extirpated 
from society. And the point is that when this role of prosecutor, 
judge and public conscience is being played, both the language and 
the postures even of these 'seemingly-perfect' characters betray that 
they are playing a part. 
The clearest example of this is provided by the case of Viktoria, 
who is shown in three different situations behaving in such a way that 
it is clear that she is self-consciously acting a part, giving a 
performance. The first of these occasions is Viktoria's attempt to 
point out to the fishermen of her brigade the weaknesses in their 
work and in their attitude to it. She addresses them after the 
midday meal: 
v1 a,.o.pyr OHa BCTaBT,. BblCOKO BCKv1A6LBa8T c-onoay, 3BOHKO npovt3HOCv1T: 
- Toaapv1~v1! MvtHyTo~Ky! 
r 
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~e aywKa OHa Bb!COKaR, a HaBBC Ha,.D, CTOnOM Hv13K HH, vi OHa noLJT vt 
ynvtpaBTCR r-onoBOH B Kpb1wy. 3 To 88, Bvt,.D,vtMO, CT8CHR8T, vt OH a 
Bb!XO,.D,HT v13-no,.o, Haaeca, o6opaYvtBaBTCR K pb16aKaM. 
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- Toaapvt~vt, noroaopvtM! - npo,.o,onmaeT oHa TaK me 3BOHKO. Tenepb 
OHa MOmBT cao6o,.o,HO B~TAHYTbCR BO 88Cb CBOH pocT, cao6o,.o,HO 
mBCTvtKynvtpoaaTb. Bvt,.D,HO, LJTO OHa YM88T ,.o,epmaTbCA nepe,.o, n~,.D,bMvt -
H8 cMy~aBTCR, H8 po6eeT, CTOHT npRMO, cnOKOHHO vt, Bb!COKO 
no,.o,HvtMaR npaay~ pyKy, ,.o,enaeT e~ wvtpoKvtH opaTopcKvtH mecT.22 
In the second situation, Viktoria again addresses the fishing 
brigade, this time demanding to know the 'truth' about her inclusion 
with the group in the commendatory report on some technical improvements 
in which she had not taken part. Her insistence on raising this issue 
finally provokes an unpalatable response, and Viktoria experiences a 
desire to retreat, but finds this impossible because of the formal, 
ritualised way in which she perceives the situation, and because of 
the implication for her self-image of such a withdrawal: 
•••• v1 y Hee Ha Mvtr noAanRBTCR menaHvtB cecTb, MaXHYTb pyKoH, 
KaK MomHo cKopee 3a6b!Tb o 3nononyLJHOH ra3BTB. Ei'.1 oLJBHb 
XOLJBTCR c,.o,enaTb 3TO, HO OHa H8 3Ha8T - KaK, y H88 88,.D,b B~ COKO 
83,.D,BpHyTa ronoaa, pyKvt ynvtpa~TCA B CTOn, ¢vtrypa CTp8MvtTBnbHO 
HaKnoHeHa anepe,.o,. Henb3R me cKa3aTb: 'R nor-opRYvtnacb'-v1 cecTb. 
DHa, KameTcR, TpycvtT! 'R onpe,.o,eneHHO Tpywy,' - ,.o,yMaeT BvtKTOpvtR. 
Ei'.1 XOLJBTCR C8CT6, noToMy LJTO OHa no6avtBa8TCR ,.D,R,.D,vt ~CTvtrHBR, 
HacMewnvtaoi'.1 ynb16Kvt HonoTOBKvtHOH, xono,.o,Hor-o B3r-nR,.o,a CeMeHa 
HpymvtnvtHa, HanpRmBHHOH TvtWvtH~ . ~a, ,.o,a, TaK v1 BCTb, - oHa, 
3Ta HonoTOBKvtHa, npe3pvtTBnbHO yn~6aeTCR. 
- R He Hym,.o,a~cb a no,.o,aLJKax! - nepecvtnvta menaHvte cecTb, r-op,.o,o 
roaopvtT BvtKTopvtR. - A YnbRH Tvtxvti'.1 ••• YnbRH Tvtxvti'.1 MonLJvtT noTDMY 
- DHa OCTaHaanvtaaBTCR, TaK KaK H8 3Ha8T, noLJBMY H8 npoTBCTYBT 
Tv1xv1i'.1. D,.o,HaKo ¢pa3a HaLJaTa, ee ~ymHo KOHLJvtTb, v1 oHa BHB3anHo 
noHvtMaeT, a LJBM TYT ,.o,eno. - Tvtxvti'.1 MonLJvtT noToMy, LJTO eMy 
6 8 3pa3nHLJHO, KaK O HBM ,.o,yMa~T. ~a, HaaepHOB, vt H8nb3A Ha3~ BaTb 
B ra38T8 qJaM1-1J11-110 LJ8nOB8Ka, KOTOpblH cv1,.o,en 8 T~pbMB ! 23 
.... 
In the third situation Viktoria interrupts Strel1 nikov as he 
attempts to establish what had caused an accident at work, and herself 
takes over the role of both prosecutor and judge: 
- ToBapHL.Ll,Y1, TOBapHL.Ll,Y1! 
- ronoc BHKTOpHH nepen~rHHOH 3B8HHT. PBaHyBWHCb Bnepe~, OHa 
Bn8Ta8T B Kpyr pb16aKOB - TOHKaR, CTpOHHaR, no6ne~H8BWaR OT 
BOnHBHHR. 
- ToBapH~H ! - 3BYYHT ee BblCOKHH ronoc. - 3aYeM Mbl pa3b1,pbIBaeM 
KOM8~H~? 3To me pe6RLJ8CTBO! KTo-To Koro-TO o6nHBa8T BO~OH! 
Mbl me _B3pocnbl8 n~~H ! 3aLJ8M 3TOT ~onpoc, TOYHO Mbl WKOnbHHKH? 
DH a npRMO, B_613b1Ba~~8 CMOTpHT Ha 6pHra~Hpa. 
- MH8 HBnOHRTHO, KaK MOmHO TaK B8CTH C86R BO Bp8MR pa60T61. 
KaK MOmBT BepxonaH~BB nocTaBHTb ce6R TaK, YTO ero BO Bp8MR 
cepb83Horo ~ena o6nHBa~T BO.DtOH? no3op! ~Horo cnoBa HBT! 
BHKTopHR TOnbKO YYTb-YYTb nepB.DtblXaBT, YT06b1 e~e rpoMYB 
npOH3H8CTH: 
- BepxonaH~8Ba HymHO npHMBpHO HaKa3aTb. DH - KOMCOMone~! 
nycTb OTB8THT nepe~ KOMCOMonoM!24 
In each of these three situations a victim is required so that 
Viktoria can go through the approved rituals, and maintain her own 
self-image. She does not care who the victim is, what his suffering 
may be, or what might have brought him to such a condition. Tikhii, 
the near alcoholic, is a victim merely of administrative injustice 
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and his own compassionate nature, and the other members of the group 
have been trying slowly to build up his self-respect and self-confidence. 
Viktoria, however, can only see the revolting drunkard and the violater 
of her notions of rightness and morality. Stepan, her school-friend, 
is equally easily sacrificed when he fails, by indulging in a light 
hearted game, to live up to Viktoria's uncompromising principles. To 
Viktoria, the victim is merely a prop, an object to be manipulated, 
a means in particular by which her own closeness to the ideal type 
can be established. 
The same aspect of the 'seemingly-perfect' character, convinced 
of his own infallibility and virtue, and thus ready to sacrifice others 
...... 
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to establish his own goodness, or to maintain a situation he believes 
to be proper or moral, or to remedy a situation he believes to be 
wrong, is also discussed in several other works of this period. The 
character of Alenochkin, for example, is similarly shown to be adept 
at manipulating people in various situations in such a way as to 
allow himself to act in a manner compatible with his ideal image. 
This emerges clearly at the outset of the story, when Alenochkin's 
sister-in-law voices the only discordant perception of his behaviour. 
It is in fact his most exemplary remarks which call forth her impotent 
irritation and anger. But this puzzling response becomes comprehensible 
when Sof'ia Borisovna tries to express her feelings to Boris Egorov, 
a yo~ng engineer who is working for Alenochkin and boarding with his 
family. 
- Bbl 6m13opyKHH H HB,QanbHOBH,I\HblH LJBnOBBK, 5opv1c neTpOBHLJ, -
ropr1LJO rosopHT Coqibfl 5opv1cosHa. - Bbl nnoxo pa36v1paBTBCb s 
n~,Qf!X, BCnH npHHHMaBTB AnBHOLJKHHa 3a o6pa3B~ PYKOBO,I\HTBnf! 
H KOMMYHHCTa. R Mory onpaB,IlaTb ~ac Ton~KO TBM , LJTO B~ 
Mono,Ilbl. AneHOLJKHH - 6B3bl,IlBHHblH v1 .I\PflHHOH LJenosBK ! 
•••• AnBHOLJKHH - MB~aHHH! npO,IlOnmaBT Coq;Jbfl 5opHCOBHa. -
Ho MB~aHHH BblCOKOH MapKH, HB H3 TBX MB~aH, KOTOpblX MOmHO 
Y3HaTb no KaHapBHKB H BblWHTblM canqieTOLJKaM ! DH MB~aHHH s 
.I\YWB H B Mbtcnr1x. DH 06b1BaTBnb, a HB KOMMYHHCT ! 25 
When Sof'ia Borisovna finally ventures to make this accusation to 
Alenochkin's face, calling him a liar and an actor, he makes no attempt 
to answer the accusations, but handles the whole situation in a fashion 
which preserves his image, and which rests on the invulnerability of 
the rituals and roles he fulfils. Sof'ia Borisovna is sacrificed 
'in rehearsal', not in actuality, because the scene is private, but it 
is a clear indication of what would happen should she repeat her 
accusations publicly . 
• • • • f:-61, TOBap1--1Ll..\ 5m=ipcKaR, OTHOCl--1TBCb K TBM nfG,D,RM, KOTOpblB 
Kp1--1Tl--1KY KYflbTa n!--1YHOCTl--1 socnp1--1HRn!--1 KaK c1--1rHan ~nR Hana~OK 
Ha napT1--1~ 1--1 cosBTCKY~ BnacTb. CnpaBB~n1--1By~ Kp1--1T1--1Ky 
HB~ocTaTKOB napT1--1HHoro pyKoBo~cTBa np1--1 CTan1--1HB B~ pacWBH1--1n1--1 
KaK BO3MOmHOCTb WBnbMOBaTb napT!--1~ •••• lnaBHOB, BBpORTHO, 
B TOM, YTO ~o Kp1--1Tl--1Kl--1 KynbTa n0YHOCTl--1 Bbl MOnYan1--1 1--1 BTaHHB 
WBnbMOBan1--1 napT!--1~, a TBnBpb XOTl--1TB C~BnaTb 3TO BO BBCb 
ron oc. CopoK c n1--1wH1--1M nBT coBBTCKOH BnacT1--1 Hl--1YBMY Bac 
HB HayY1--1n1--1, 1--1 Bbl OCTaBTBCb Ha Bpa~B6HblX HaM no31--1Wl--1RX. 
Jl1--1wo AnBHOYK!--1Ha C np1--1L4YpBHHblMl--1 rna3aMl--1 TaK mBCTOKO, YTO 
~amB 5op1--1c EropoB, c n~6onb1TCTBOM cnB~RL.1..\"1H 3a Bro cxsaTKOH 
co CBORYBHl--1WBH, yyscTsyBT, KaK no cn1--1HB 6BryT MypawK1--1. 
A Bna~1--1M1--1p AnBKCBBBl--1Y no~H1--1MaBTCR, B~npRMl--1BWl--1Cb, BnacTHO 
3aK!--1~blBaBT ronoBy. 26 
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There is a similar gamut, moreover, of stereotyped postures and 
formulae which Alenochkin runs through when he clashes with Egorov, 
who has crossed his path in a premature trial of strength: 
fuwo 8na~!--1M!--1pa AnBKCBBBl--1Ya CTaHOBl--1TCR Ha~MBHHblM, 
np_B3p1--1TBnbHblM; ~BB rny60Kl--18 HaYanbCTBBHHblB CKna~Kl--1 
nponBra~T y ry6, BBpT1--1KanbHaR MOpl.1..\!,,1Ha npopB3b1BaBT no6, 
r n a3a CBBTnB~T. YTo TO mBCTOKOB nORBflRBT6R B Bro TOHB, 
a ~Bl--1mBHl--1R ~Bna~TCR KOpOTKl--1Ml--1, CTBGHBHHblM !--1 •••• 
• • • • - 8 61 no~new, Eropos! - rHBBHo rOBop1--1T AneHOYK!--1H. 
- 861 HB nOHl--1MaBT8, YTO n~!--1 Ll..\a~RT sac! Bbl XOTl--1T8 YBpHOH 
H86naro~apHOCTb~ 3annaTl--1Tb n~~RM 3a TO, YTO OHH npoll\an1--1 
BaM BCB xaMCTBa1·27 . 
Later, as the incident draws to a close, Alenochkin assumes a fatherly,then 
a saddened attitude, finally resuming his usual presence: 
•••• 1--1 B 06Ll..\BM, no BCBMY BH~HO, YTO YBnOBBK np1--1xo~1--1T B 
ce6R, TaK KaK nOH!--1MaBT, YTO BMy, PYKOBO~l--1TBn~~ HaYan bHHKY, 
HB K nHWY paccna6n eHHOCTb 1--1 neYanb. ~ BOT yme OH npemHHH, 
1--1 BOT ymB Ha ry6ax y nbl6Ka, npoCRL.1..\aR 1--13Bl--1Hl--1Tb ero 3a 
MHHYTHY~ cna6ocTb.2B · 
In this clash, Emelian Kuzmenko is a pawn. The situation represents 
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a counterpart to that of Tikhii in Strezhen~ a man who has been 
battered by circumstances, and who is about to give up any thought of 
struggling out of his predicament. His redemption has been the concern 
of Maksim, and in the power struggle between Egorov and Alenochkin, 
Kuzmenko is likely to be incidentally sacrificed. The whole of the 
clash between Egorov and Alenochkin is played out ostensibly at the 
I 
level of high principle, but underlying this level there is another one, 
which appears to be known only to the two protagonists, and which is the 
level of self-interest related to the outcome of the conflict. 
The slightly indicated possibility of underlying self-interest as 
an ulterior motive which determines the behaviour of the 'seemingly 
perfect' characters introduces a further complication. On the one 
hand, both in the case of Viktoria and in the case of Alenochkin, the 
author suggests that both characters have some sort of personal area 
of self-interest which is being furthered by the roles they play. On 
the other hand, it is nowhere suggested beyond doubt that self-interest 
is the dominant motive for their behaviour or for the positions they 
take up. So while we have the suggestion of hypocrisy or insincerity, 
this suggestion has no more force than a slight doubting of or 
wondering about people's innermost motives. Rather, it would appear 
that the real point about the failings in the 'seemingly-perfect' 
characters, leading to a gradual disillusionment in them amongst 
people who see them in certain situations, is the absence of identification 
in these types with the view of social reality shared by the others. 
These are people who have, in Berger and Luckman's phrase, 1successfully 
internalised1 one version of social reality from the alternatives that 
that they have discerned. But they have not identified with it, and it 
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is in this way that a manipulative element enters their behaviour. This 
is not to imply, however, that there is anything Machiavellian in their 
behaviour, for they are, on the contrary, entirely taken in by their 
own propaganda. Thus Lipatov, for example, sets this attitude apart 
from one of simple cynicism when he briefly shows the anger that Egorov 
feels at the open cynicism of his brother. 
A further example of this same readiness of the 'seemingly perfect' 
characters to sacrifice others in order to establish what they take to 
be the right situation is provided by one of V. Tendriakov's characters, 
Vasilii Vasil'evich, who is made to say these words to his chief, a 
man who belongs to the generation of 'iron man', builders of the new 
state: 
•••• 3H8pro-cHCT8Ma •••• CHCT8Ma, caMo cnoao roaopHT, 06~88, 
B3aHMOCBR3aHH08. MawHH~-TO ~8HCTBHT8nbHO H CBR3aH~ H o6b8~HH8H~, 
OHH-TO opraHHY8CKH }t{HBYT B CHCTBMB. A nfO~H? •• ·•• JlHJ.DiH - caMH 
no ce6e.... Bae Ha36lBafOT }t{8n_B3HblM opraH_H3aTopoM. Baw }t{Bn83HblH 
TanaHT CKOBan CTanbHYfO ~Bnb, OHa ~OCTaTOYHO Kp8nKa, H8 YaCTO 
noMa8TCR, a YBnOBBYBCKOH HaType B 88 CTanbH6~ KOnb~ax, npOCTHT8, 
TBCHOBaTo. ~ YTO caM08 H8npHRTH08, nopoH 3TOtO HB no~o3p8BafOT, 
CYHTafOT HOp ManbH~M. A TO}t{8 CYHTan •.•• TOnbKO C8rO~HR .YTO-TO 
29 nOHRn . •.. 
Another character, however, is made to make this comment about the same 
man: 
•••• DH OTB8TYHK, OH rnaaHOKOMaH~Y~HH, c Hero noroM 6onbWB 
BCBro cnpOCRT, HO OH ~8neycrpeMn8H; OH H H8 ~yMaBT O 
nocn B~CTBHRX.... • ••• BopoYaR rpoMa~OH • • • • (OH) H8H368}t{H0 
KOro-To npH~aBHT, H8H368}t{H0 no YbHM-TO cy~b6aM npoi::i~yT Tp8~HH bl , 
YbR-TO }t{H3Hb paCKOnBTCR. YTO-}t{ npHKa}t{BT8 - Ha~ Ka}t{.QblM cnyYa8M 
nHTb cne3y, noMaTb PYKH, co6HpaTb, CKn8HBaTb, HRHbYHTCR •••• 30 
A further illustration of this same point is provided in the 
novella Chrezvychainoe, of 1961. 31 The director of a school discovers 
.... 
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that the young people who are due to matriculate within a few weeks 
are ready to reject, cast off and punish a class-mate who is weak 
enough to believe in God. They are ready to do this without a thought 
for her feelings or her future, and with the absolute conviction that 
they are right. Again, the same theme recurs in Nilin's Zhestokost', 32 
d . N . b. ' h . 33 an in agi ins sort stories: the pitilessness and unconcern for 
other people which lives in men who are themselves incorruptible and 
wholly dedicated to living up to an ideal. 
We may thus say that there are at least two criticisms, both of 
them stronger in force than the criticisms offered of such characters as 
Rakov, which appear to underlie the way in which all these writers treat 
the 'seemingly perfect' characters. First, it is clear that underlying 
this whole questioning of the adequacy of sufficiency of the particular 
qualities which have been used to define the good man is the wish to 
point to the following paradox: that the very men who are most dedicated 
to improving the lot of mankind, and who are moved by ideals of 
benefiting humanity, nevertheless become oppressors and executioners of 
the very people they seek to help. The point that all these writers are 
making is that to follow an ideal model of particular qualities, which 
prescribesparticular patterns of behaviour that are automatically taken 
to determine one's goodness, is quite compatible with maintaining a 
contempt and a callousness towards other people. Conversely, their 
point is that the vital element around which the answer to the question 
of goodness and badness hinges ought really to be the element of concern, 
or lack of concern, for other people. 
The second and more general criticism which all these writers 
appear to offer of the 'seemingly-perfect' characters concerns the 
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evident sterility and ultimate futility of imagining that any one set 
of prescribed categories for describing and classifying actions or 
situations can ever be relied upon to resolve human problems or deal 
with the human condition in a once-for-all fashion. The 'seemingly 
perfect' characters are used to illustrate the claim, that is, that 
there must inevitably be a weakness in any attempt to treat any one 
set of stereotypes as an exhaustive moral pattern for all real 
situations. The relevance of the traditional ideal type is thus 
questioned as providing a universal, and even an effective, moral 
guide. The question whether this ideal was ever a valid guide to moral 
action is not raised, but it is certainly implied that times _change, and 
that the ideal may thus become less applicable in different times and 
new conditions. Uncle Istignei is thus made, for example, to say 
speaking of Viktoria's mother: 
•••• MaTb y H88, rosopRT, cTpora, HByKnOHHa •••• a BpBMBHa 
nacKOBb[B nOWJlvl •••• 34 
We may thus conclude that, at its most general, this literature 
is concerned, with respect to the notion of a given ideal of behaviour, 
to suggest the need for a certain reassessment of the prevailing ethical 
models. This is not to say, however, that the literature on this point 
divides along anything like strictly generational lines. The responses 
of the young people to this implied need for a reassessment of prevailing 
ideals are not presented in a uniform way. Sometimes it is the young 
people who are shown as the adherents of the traditional ethical images. 
At other times it is they who challenge their applicability in arguing 
with either their elders or their peers. And the members of the older 
generation are also shown questioning the given ideals, both as they 
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are deployed by their own generation, and as they are deployed by the 
young people themselves. The explanation, as I sought to suggest in 
the Introduction, is probably not to be sought in any theory of 
generational conflict tout court, but rather in an account (of the t ype 
I have sought to present) of the different mental worlds, and the 
different projections of social reality, of the different protagonists 
in the argument. 
We may also conclude that one point which the literature I have 
examined in this chapter clearly illustrates, and was intended to 
illustrate, is the danger inherent in treating any one way of describing 
social life as having any uniquely privileged status. I have sought 
to indicate, moreover, from the illustrations I have given, that the 
role of this literature was not merely to mirror the social changes 
of this kind taking place in Soviet society at this time. It is 
clear that it also played a role, by way of its critique of the 
characters who are sustaining the traditional ideal type, in helping 
this process of challenge itself. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL ROLES 
I 
Everyone is at some stage faced with the task of moving from the 
circumscribed life of childhood where a single interpretation of the 
world, the one that is held and passed on by the significant persons in 
a child's life, is accepted as the world, and where, equally, the child's 
identity and location within that world is accepted unquestioningly as 
something inevitable. When the transition from this childhood world to 
the wider, adult world takes place it is quite likely that the shift 
will be accompanied by the discovery that the view of reality which was 
accepted earlier does not tally with the everyday adult interpretation of 
reality, and moreover, that there may be several discrepant or conflicting 
interpretations prevalent in the society, amongst which a choice must be 
made. Also, in the wider society the young initiate is expected to choose 
and to perform certain roles, and these, he may find, can be played in 
different ways, and with varying degrees of identification. It is possible, 
of course, to hold to an idiosyncratic interpretation of reality, and to 
adopt unique or unusual roles: the tolerance for such choices would vary 
considerably from society to society. 
The theme of how to find or choose a place in society, and how to 
revise and adjust one's view of reality in the light of such experiences 
is not an uncommon one in literature, and between 1957 and 1963 this was 
a popular subject for Soviet writers who were concerned with writing 
about young people. The Melvillian vision of the discovery of identity 
and of a place in established society would have the person 'temporarily 
leave the establishment and, in a desperate struggle with the elements 
and moral issues ••• test his ability to be a man'. 1 A certain 
availability of frontiers to which one can escape is, of course, a 
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necessary condition for this solution. Manhood achieved, the seeker 
re-enters society and takes up his place in it as a full member. In 
Soviet writing the frontiers which provide a testing ground for the young, 
are commonly the virgin lands or the big construction sites, though their 
earlier appeal has certainly been impaired by its official manipulation. 
Anatolii Kuznetsov uses the Siberian constructions (Bratsk, Irkutsk) 
to provide a frontier situation for the hero of his novel Prodolzhenie 
legendy, restoring some of the original challenge by carefully 
dissociating Tolik's journey from any official arrangements or appeals, 
and showing it instead as a panic flight from a claustrophobic environment 
of closed doors, made with some vague hope of finding an identity and a 
place. Tolik realised only when he was already aboard a train and well 
on his way, that there are many easier ways of reaching construction 
sites than the one which he had chosen: there are recruiting officers 
looking out for labour, ready to arrange contracts and to finance recruits; 
there are komsomol-organised · travel passes. His action of leaping into 
the unknown, blindly, on his own, was not necessary and this obliviousness 
points strongly to the fact that the purpose and significance of the 
journey are private. Tolik's friend, Viktor, called it his TaoR (npocTH) 
'TpycnHBafl_ 3aTBfl 6BH{aTb Ky.,o.a r n_a3a rnfl~RT '2 and Tolik could not 
retrospectively, understand how he had dared to catch that train and 
leave: 
~o CHX nap HB nDHHMa~, KaK fl OTBaH{HnCR BOT TaK CBCTb B 
nOB3~, BblBXaTb, HB HMB.R 3HaKOMblX, HB npB.IJ.CTaBnflR, LJTO fl 
6y~y ~BnaTb B CH6HpH H HYH{BH-nH R B006~e KOMy-HH6y~b. 
MOH{BT fl C~Bnan 3TO noToMy, LJTO nnaKana MaTb H YMOn flna 
ycTpOHTbCfl pa60LJHM B apTBn H .IJ.BTCKHX HrpyWBK: 'HaK pa3 
TpB6y~TCfl, a 3TO H 6nH3KO H y~o6Ho. 5y~BWb pa6oTaTb, KaK 
BCB n~~H'.3 
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The officially approved frontiers of Soviet society, the virgin 
lands and the construction sites were not enough, however, for the young 
heroes of Zvezdnyi bilet. Their sophistication and their rejection of 
establishment attitudes militated against such an 'acceptable' solution. 
The frontier of their choice, the Baltic seabord, was a romantic one, 
symbolically a pushing out to the unknown and the exotic, a move right 
out to the furthest possible point of their society. A similar choice 
of exotic frontiers was made by Vlad'ka and Aleksei, two of Vasilli 
Aksenov's heroes in Kollegi. 4 The third, Sasha, was still sensitive to 
frontier challenge in volunteering for a post in a village which is 
isolated and backward, though neither particularly remote nor exotic, 
though Vlad'ka and Aleksei saw none of this in this situation. Instead, 
they considered that to take up such a place before having ever undertaken 
a trial of strength or a really testing challenge of their abilities and 
characters was to accept an invitation to a life of dull safety and slow 
stultification. 
The event that triggers off such a change in attitude and perception, 
as Berger and Luckmann put it, is usually the socially accepted 
demarcation point at which a person must leave the shelter and protection 
of a special environment and of parental or adult care, and make a 
twofold declaration of intention -- the declaration of the intention to 
take up a particular role in society (and this may be a declaration which 
cannot be acted upon at once, but one which, nevertheless, would determine 
the prescribed course which must be followed if the selected role is to 
be attained), and the declaration of the intention to view one's role in 
society, and thus one's social relationships, in a particular way. The 
first intention may be signalled quite clearly and unequivocally, and 
I 
I, 
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may be arrived at entirely unexpectedly, or it may be ambiguously stated 
and may develop gradually, in a tentative fashion. The second intention 
is not usually formulated or announced, but nevertheless it is built up 
and manifested in the manner in which courses of action are chosen, and 
in the way in which roles are perceived. 
Sasha, Aleksei and Vlad'ka had already made their choice of a role, 
and Kollegi opens with their role already decided, and with preliminary 
training and in-group initiation out of the way. They are at the stage 
of deciding where and in what manner · each one of them has perceived his 
role, and how he intends to play it. At this point it is their different 
interpretations of the role specifically of a doctor which become obvious, 
and these bear a relationship to their conceptions of social reality and 
to their understanding of their own part in it. 
Sasha's view of the role is the clearest and most precise one: 
He comes from a family where medicine is traditionally the chosen profession, 
and is himself very conscious of this familial pattern. To him, 'being 
a doctor' is not a role made up of notions formed from encounters with 
some doctors, the way this role usually was talked about, or from the 
in-group constructions of the initiatory period in the Institute. For 
the role has a more specific, much more personal embodiment in his father 
and mother; therefore, for him the answer to the question 'what does 
being a doctor mean to me?' is 'behaving and living as members of my 
family have done'. 
Aleksei and Vlad'ka, without such first-hand, internalised 
perceptions, arrived at their answer to the same question in a less 
direct and clear-cut way, being influenced by other considerations and 
more remote from the specifics or the role itself. 
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The four principal characters of Zvezdnyi bilet are afflicted with 
a discontent and restlessness which is deepened by the awareness of their 
uncertain balance on the edge of adult life. Although three of the friends 
do have definite ambitions and dreams, these are either unacceptable to 
their parents, or cannot be readily realised. The pressure of adult 
demands for commitment to a course of future action is felt very strongly 
by these adolescents because of their uncertainty, lack of self-knowledge 
and unwillingness to commit themselves to anything at this stage. It is 
a trivial incident that emphasises the clash between the adolescent and 
the adult perceptions of the situation, and which sparks off the decision 
of the young people to step, for a time, out of the adult world, with its 
concepts of morality and its prescriptions. Once the suggestion to 'opt 
out' is made, there is only a momentary qualm. Someone asks about going 
to College, but this is speedily dismissed, with the claim that this is just 
'stupid nonsense', since it is possible to enter College anytime up to 
thirty-five, while they are only seventeen, and thus see themselves as 
h . . h 5 aving eig teen years to spare. The rejection of the adult perception 
of reality, where choice, commitment and decision must be made at once, 
suddenly opens up a whole host of possibilities - mostly hazily defined 
and perceived, but still genuine possibilities. 
Prodolzhenie legendy opens with the narrator and hero, Tolik, in 
a similar predicament. This is the moment when his schooldays are over, 
and strong adult pressure is exerted on him to make some role commitment. 
Nevertheless, although the situation of both the characters in Zvezdnyi 
bilet and of Tolik are alike in this respect, there is a significant 
distinction in the perception of the situation as seen by the two sets of 
characters. Aksenov's young people see that their own rather diffuse desires 
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are rejected, or rather ignored, by their parents, who put before them 
instead alternative plans that are dissimilar to their own. Though the 
four are uncertain about the courses they want to pursue, and are 
extremely vague about the details of how to go about achieving them, they 
are vehement in their opposition to the suggested alternatives, and to 
the pressure for commitment. Fundamentally, what they wish to reject 
are specific roles that are preferred to them, and in particular the 
position in whtch they find themselves, where the patterns for their lives 
are laid down by adults, according to their particular conception of 
social reality. Dima formulates this in a tirade against Viktor, his 
older brother, when he makes it clear how Viktor's career appears to him, 
and why he has rejected any notion of following in Viktor's footsteps. 
In Zvezdnyj.bilet, however, apart from a general indication of a 
certain lack of sympathy and a disproportionate adult disapproval of the 
attitudes and ways of the young people, the crux of the problem lies 
precisely in this search for one's own decisions in life. At the very 
outset of the novel the disinclination on the part of the young people 
to take the generally accepted social reality with much seriousness is 
made clear. The opening paragraphs describe Dima's deliberate stroll 
against the traffic lights, unfortunately straight into the arms of a 
policeman, whereupon he refuses to take at all seriously the ensuing 
ritual of identification and application of sanctions. Rescueq by Viktor 
he is not in the least grateful, and delivers a parody of some pious 
institutionalised fictions. His note of mockery of generally accepted 
official values of the society is repeated later, for example, when the 
four are in a train on their way to Estonia, they almost come to blows 
with the young men sharing their compartment because of an irreverence 
t 
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to some social shibboleths, concerned in this case with work. Igor' 
Baulin, the leader of sailors, makes an attempt to laugh the matter off, 
and seeks to re-establish amity by asking whether Dima is a Komsomol 
member. This ploy again provokes a disrespectful outburst of derision. 
Igor is characterised by his companion as 'a man of principle', and 
later Galia's thoughts run to this remark; but they are typically 
irreverent thoughts, and completely unlike the thoughts a young girl 
would be expected to have on the subject. 
However, in Prodolzhenie legendy Tolik's vision of his plight is 
rather different. Though, as we have said, there is the immediate 
situational similarity with Zvezdnyibilet, this distinction in the 
perception of the problem is important. Tolik has two main difficulties 
in firlding and accepting an adult role and view of reality. This first 
is that he has discovered that the 'official' interpretation of reality, 
the institutionally presented one, that version which he had encountered 
at school, in formal statements and in inspirational books, has been 
misleading in the account it gave of the possibilities in life that are 
open to him. ' Mono~tM 883~8 y Hae ~opora' 6 is the catch phrase which 
provides the initial premise from which the choice of an adult role and 
life style will be made. This assertion had been reiterated throughout 
Tolik's chil@hood and it was the one which he had accepted and even taken 
for granted. But when school is over, and the search for an adult role 
is beginning, Tolik finds that because he has failed to fulfil certain 
formal requirements, the road to further education and most other roads 
are closed to him. A further difficulty he finds is the impossibility 
of reconciling the models that have been put up for a life-style with 
the realities of contemporary life. He remarks: 
I 
~a , M~ 3anosM YHTanH 'HaK 3aKanRnacb cTanb' H ' ~aa KanHTaHa'. 
3TO KHHrH O ~pyrHX BpBMBHaX . mHB H M~ C naanOM HopYarHHbM , 
Mhl 6b1 ~panHCb C 6BnbMH . Yx, KaK 661 Mbl ~panHCb ! ~BH Mb! 
c OnsroM HowBBblM , Mbl 661 6HnH cpawHcToa . Ho csi::iYac? 7 
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When he searches for models and roles, Tolik discovers that the sort 
of guidelines for morality and conduct, and the models and heroes which 
have been presented for emulation are, in fact, completely irrelevant 
to his times and circumstances, and the love and admiration he had held 
for these 'ideal men' were frustrating because, ultimately, they do not 
represent an attainable personal goal. At this stage Tolik has reached 
a disillusionment with the official interpretation of reality on two points: 
first, that he has been mislead about the possibilities life holds, and 
second, none of the preferred examples of role-playing or identity seem 
at all appropriate. Dima and his friends do not experience this 
disillusionment within the pages of the novel, where their attitude to 
some elements, at least, of the official interpretation of reality, is 
already disbelieving and irreverent. 
Since the official interpretation of social reality as Tolik observes 
it, he is faced with the central problem of somehow arriving at an 
interpretation of his own, which will give him a framework of premises 
that can serve as a rational starting point for arranging his life and 
for choosing a role and style. And now he finds that besides the official 
interpretation, there are at least two other interpretations known to him, 
and all these are in some aspects incompatible, or at least suggest 
incompatible modes of action. 8ne such interpretation is the version 
given by Tolik's mother and ~'Y the father of his friend Viktor. These 
two versions are individual variants of one common view of reality, the 
'soft' and the 'hard' lines respectively. Viktor's father sees the 
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universe as a dog-eats-dog place, where weaklings go to the wall, and to 
him the behaviour of the heroic models is no more than an irrelevant 
legend for children, which cannot be taken seriously and which must 
certainly be put aside with other childish things when the time comes to 
enter fully into adult life. To Tolik and to Viktor he says: 
them: 
- CoapeivJ BHHaR H-<l-13Hb , i 1ono,o,ble JlHJ,0,1-1, - 3TO ,D,l-1Kl-1H nee, B 
KOTOpOM Kl-1WaT ra,D,bl . KTO KOMY CKOp88 neperpb138T ropno, 
TOT 1-1 npaB. KpaCl-18~8 1-1,0,81-1 TOJlbKO B KHl-1rax, OHl-1 ,O,JlR 
BH8WH81O nOJlb30BaHl-1R.B 
He goes on to enlarge on this theme, urgi_ng the boys to look about 
•••• ,o,enoablM rnQD,R M HanneaaTb Ha aawero KopLJarv1Ha. 3To Bbl, 
noKa MaJlBHbKl-18 , 3a6aanRBT8Cb, LJHTa8T8 pa3H~8 KHHH-<Kl-1, BOJ7HYBT8Cb, 
a y JlHJ,[\BH 3a60Tbl o ,o,eHbrax, o nanbTO, o KaapT1-1pe; KTO noyMHee 
,o,a nox1-1Tpee, TOT npo,o,a1-1raBTCR, - 1JlR,O,HWb YH-<8 83,D,HT B co6CTB8HHOM 
aaTOM061-1ne. 3y6bl TOY l-1T8, 3y6bl ! g . 
Tolik's mother echoes this view of the universe as a hostile and 
dangerous place, but her advice on handling this is to urge withdrawal 
and inconspicuous behaviour: 
- Bee Mbl , no Ka MOJl O,D,618, Ky,o,a-To pBBMCR, ~BM npaa,o,y, a nOTOM 
np1-1ab1KaeM.... CaMoe aepHoe: Hai:::t,0,1-1 ce6e Tv1x1-1i:::t yronoLJeK 1-1 
H-{1,181-1 CKpOMHO, M1-1pHO , 5or C Hl-1MH, C LJHHaMH H ~8Hb1aMH. ~ H3Hb 
TaKaR H-{8CTOKaR, H8 Jl_83b, H8 HLL\H cnpaBB,O,JlH BOCTH. He HaH,D,8Wb. 10 
Finally, the third interpretation that Tolik is left with, is the 
hotch-potch of his own past experiences and observations. He turns to 
these as the official interpretation and that of significant adults 
become contradictory and discrepant. But even his past experiences seem 
to reflect to a certain degree either the official view, or the viciously 
competitive interpretation. Retrospectively, Tolik realises that he has 
encountered conditions and situations which do not fit in with the official 
J 
I 
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view. He also finds that one of his close friends holds an interpretation 
which is very like the official one, and acts upon it, but this is not 
the case with the others, whose life styles support their interpretations, 
and, it would seem, whose affluence is secured by behaviour which makes 
sense within the framework of their interpretation of reality. 
This moment of uncertainty and confusion sends both Tolik and Dima 
and his little group on a journey which appears in some way to be a 
solution. There is nothing new at all in this response to the problem, 
and both Kuznetsov and Aksenov use the 'journey episode' (Kuznetsov to 
a greater, Aksenov to a lesser degree) as a device which exposes their 
characters to further encounters and to views that will add to their 
stock of experience and enable a workable view of reality · to be built up. 
Dima and his companions have only one important encounter en route: 
the meeting (mentioned earlier) with two young sailors led by their 'man 
of iron' captain. And yet, the meeting is significant because it is 
illustrative of the way in which, despite initially easy and amiable 
contact, a very quick breakdown of the relationship can take place, 
caused by the manner in which the two sets of people see what is at first 
taken to be a common reality. Moreover, this divergence of interpretation 
is emphasised because it reaches its sharpest point exactly at the moments 
when it is assumed that a common view is held, simply because the 
appropriate attitude and perception of some subject is taken so much for 
granted that it is inconceivable that it should be seen in any other way. 
Dima's whole conversation with Igor' Baulin is an example of the shock and 
hostility engendered by a sudden revelation of contradictory apprehensions 
of matters which seemingly can be only seen in one particular way. 
Tolik is going to Siberia, and his journey involves a close 
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proximity, for several days, with five very different people, each of 
whom represents a completely different background, life-style and outlook. 
He ponders over these differences and watches the behaviour of these 
people who are quite new and strange to him. This happens in particular 
after a violent fight between Grishka, who is a budding kulak and Leshka, 
a professional thief: 
.•.. R 66~ B3BOnHOBaH H ~yMan: noYBMY OHH TaKHB, lpHWKa H 
n ewKa, H OTKy~a OHH B3RnHcb? ~ KTO H3 HHX nyYwe? 8 KHHrax, 
ra3BTax, mypHanax - R B8~6 HX HB BCTpBYan. TaM OHH noRBnRnHCb 
a nocne~HH H pa3 a ~Ba~l_\aTblX ro~ax. A BOT OHH, pR~oM co MHOH, 
B~RT, conRT, pyra~TCR •.•. 
npeapaTHCb R 
YTo me 3TO TaKoe? 
B YBnOBBKB yMep? 
B lpHWKY, R 661 nOBBCHncR, YB CT HOB cnoao ! 
CKonbKO ~e noKonBHHH HymHo, YT0661 KynaK 
A newKa? A TOT THn, KOTOpoMy 1 TaK HHT8p8CHO 1 6~Tb 
mynHKOM? y HHX CBOH MHp, CBOR Mopanb, CBOB 'ycTHOB TBOpYBCTBO 1 
H npe3p8HH8 K TBM, KTO Ha HHX HB noxom •••• 11 
Again, Tolik's experiences bring out further discrepancies between 
the official interpretation of reality and his actual observations, and 
he begins to think about these different people as epitom:es . of life-styles 
that represent alternative possibilities for his own choice. These 
alternatives, though strange and somewhat bewildering, are nevertheless 
understandable, and can be weighed and judged because they do belong to 
the same social environment, and confront common social problems, 
conventions, institutions and situations: they have some mutual areas of 
experience. When a band of wandering gypsies besieges the train at a 
small station, Tolik is here exposed to something rather different. He 
comes face to face with a way of life which is based on a reality that is 
patently different from his own, quite divorced from it, and this, in 
addition, is so emphasised by alien appearance, clothing and manner that 
..... 
he cannot even find a point from which to start in order to make some 
sort of sense of these people and their life: 
.•.• OHH Ky~a-TO e xanH, KaKHB-TO y HHX BCTb CBOH ~BnH •••• 
Cero~HR OHH HB 3Ha~T YTO 6y~yT BCTb 3aBTpa, M8p3HYT, MOKHYT, 
yHHma~TcR, nonpowa~HHYa~T, a nonpo6y~ npe~nomH HM no~TH s 
apTBnb ~BTCKHX HrpyweK! CKOn bKO Ha~o 6833a60THOCTH H 8~8 
YBro-TO, Yero RHB noHHMa~, YT06bl mHTb BOT TaK npocTO, 
'no~o6HO nTH~aM H86BCHblM1 , H HB nponaCTb, HB yroMOHHTbCR! 
TyT O~HH pa3 6oHWbCR noexaTb, ~yMaeWb-ra~aBWb, OCTasnRBUb 
na3B~KY, YT0661 B cnyYaB Yero y~paTb. A OHH KOYY~T H KOYY~T. 
He pa6oTa~T, HB ce~T, HB mHyT, a mHBYT, po~RTCR H y MHpa~T 
B nyTH. 12 
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This 1 H BJJ,8 YBro-To, YBrO RHB noHHMa~· , is very revealing, 
because it is this incomprehensible mainspring that sets Tolik apart from 
the gypsies, and it is the central difference between his social 
experiences and reality and theirs: it is the Slllll of all his socialisation. 
There is of course a further level at which this phrase is interesting. 
It is possible that there is an allusion here to the constraints of 
'normal' Soviet life, which, it is perhaps implied, are so deeply embedded 
that something as irresponsible and unconstrained, 'free', is removed 
beyond the limits of comprehension and formulation. 
The final stage in the building up of a view of reality both Aksenov 
and Kuznetsov describe as the process of becoming involves in a work 
situation. In Prodolzhenie Legendy Tolik is thrown straight into a job 
where he is one of a team, but Dima and his two friends initially find 
themselves working for some petty tricksters. This episode has no 
significance in their search for identity and roles. Its function, 
rather, is of the 'new encounters' kind, an addition to experience of 
people and of life. (This also applies largely to the love episode of 
Galia and the cynical actor who picks her up.) When the three boys find 
themselves working for a fishing collective, as members of trawler crews, 
they gradually reach an understanding of what that particular role, at 
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least, involves, both in terms of actual tasks that need to be performed, 
relationships with workmates, and confrontation with hardships, moral 
and physical. 
The three young doctors in Kollegi, Vlad'ka, Aleksei and Sasha 
Zelenin, though they are at the end of their training and are committed 
to a role, have unsettled and differing notions of what this role is, or, 
more precisely, of how they can interpret it. Though there is no question 
that they are all involved in their chosen role, and satisfied with it, 
nevertheless, as the novel opens, they become aware that there are very 
significant differences in the possible circumstances and ways in which 
the role may be played. Again, the process of working through to a clearer 
understanding and to an individual interpretation of reality is gained 
by means of the actual business of working, and of becoming involved with 
the problems of the work itself. 
Zelenin, as mentioned earlier, has, of the three, the most definite 
notion of the role, and also expresses the most fully worked out view of 
life. He makes his decision as to the actual position that he accepts 
on the basis of the need there is for a doctor in that place. He works, 
that is, from his general view, which involves such notions as duty, 
service, and social involvement. The other two young men make a decision 
on the spur of the moment, and commit themselves to work as ships' doctors, 
because this course, at the time, seems to offer adventure, and more 
importantly, an escape from the suddenly alarming dullness and 
stultification of the life of a provincial doctor. Their work commences 
with a lengthy spell of port service while they await an appointment to a 
ship, and during this time Aleksei begins to see the work differently, 
partly stimulated to this reappraisal by realising that other people 
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engaged in the same work have totally different views of it, and reasons 
for pursuing it, and this observation leads him to question his own 
motives, and the rightness of his original perceptions. 
At an intermediate stage between blundering into a work situation 
and emerging with a fully-fledged identification with the role and with 
a specific interpretation of it, there is a phase when an alternative 
form of behaviour within the work role is put forward. The options of 
falling in with this alternative, rejecting it, or condoning it as a 
perhaps reprehensible, but somehow built-in characteristic of the role, 
are left open, and the actual confrontation of this situation encourages 
further steps in the development of a concept of the role as well as a 
crystallization of an interpretation of reality. Such alternatives 
are put forward in Prodolzhenie legendy, in Kollegi, · and in Zvezdnyi bilet. 
Tolik is placed in a situation where he records the nrnnber of runs 
made by truck drivers delivering concrete to his team (and they are paid 
accordingly), and he finds that he is expected to add to each driver's 
record sheet. If he rejects such demands, this means that the supply of 
material to the team ceases. The drivers then make their deliveries to 
other points on the construction site instead. However, when Tolik 
decides to fall in with these expectations, he finds that the individual 
demands grow and become more persistent. He is unable to resolve the 
problem for himself, bnt when he turns to more experienced workers for 
advice he finds that he is faced with contradictory attitudes and 
suggestions. Eventually the matter is taken out of his hands, because 
he is moved to another job. He does, nevertheless, become aware of the 
ways in which an apparently simple work role can have complexities, and 
he does see that his vacillations are due to his own uncertainties, since 
I 
I 
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no satisfactory solution comes from others. In fact, this extreme 
situation, where the only satisfying solution is the one which fits in 
with personally held values and attitudes, underlines his need to develop 
these for himself. 
Kollegi also contains a situation which reveals that corruption and 
self-interest can be taken as reasons for doing a particular job, and 
also that they are possible elements in any work situation. In this case 
Aleksei discovers malpractices in which a fellow-graduate plays a part, 
receiving bribes for his cooperation. Here, the effect this discovery 
has on Aleksei is to force him to reformulate his general views. He, 
too, is offered a bribe and then threatened when he rejects it, and in 
looking for advice he is told to ignore the matter, to safeguard his 
position. He finds these suggestions completely unsatisfactory. The 
deciding factor that leads him finally to denounce the malefactor is 
the manner in which the man has twisted phrases which express notions to 
which Aleksei himself subscribes (though earlier, he objected to Sasha 
about the mouthing of fine words that are also parroted by scoundrels). 
MaKCHMOB scnoMHHn, KaK OH cnopHn C CawKo~ 0 ~8H8 B~COKHX 
cnos. Tenepb OH no ~pyroMy c MoTpen Ha 3TO YBM Tor~a. 
BblCOKH8 cnosa coxpaHRl{)T CBOI{) ~BHY, Kor ~a HX npOH3HOCHT 
CTBpbli::i KOMMYHHCT - )J.aMncpep, Kor ~a HX npOH3HOCHT CawKa 
3en8HHH, Kor ~a HX nooT H Bb!KpHKHBal{)T MHnnHOHbl YBCTHblX 
n l{)~ei::i. A csonoYei::i, KOTOpb18 nonb3Yl{)TCR HMH KaK ~IMOsoi::i 
3asecoi::i, Ha~o 6HTbJ13 
In Zvezdnyi bilet, it is Dima's elder brother, Viktor, who is 
unexpectedly faced with alternatives of conduct when he discovers that 
some of his research findings are running counter to the general line 
of his research establishment, and that his almost completed thesis is 
invalidated by these results. He asks his 'chief' for supportive advice 
after he has visited his laboratory and looked through the notebook in 
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which the counter argument refuting his own thesis is written up . Viktor 
has a clear perception of the supportive role in which he would like his 
'chief' to behave. The response which the situation evokes from him, 
however, is in fact wholly sarcastic in manner and cynical in its message. 
What his 'chief' in fact suggests to Viktor is that he ought to complete 
and defend his existing thesis, and only take up the new findings after 
he has obtained his degree. He asks Viktor point-blank how long he 
thinks he can wait for his degree, and this remark contains the substance 
over which Viktor is compelled to ponder. If he does not receive his 
higher degree soon, he will be passed over in the major area of cosmic 
physics, and will be no more than a humdrum physicist, an outcome which 
will represent a failure in his profession. The importance of this 
s ituation to Viktor lies in the way it echoes Dima's accusation: 1You never 
once in your life decided anything for yourself, never once risked anything\ 
And he works through the problem by recognising this, and recognising his 
need for precisely such an act of independence, which would in fact 
demonstrate a mental attitude vital to his worth as a scientist. 
The final stage in achieving an interpretation of the world and in 
f inding some sort of certainty about one's self and one's role in this 
world is reached when the young searchers endure and overcome the hardships 
of their work. Usually the realisation of this transformation in 
t hemselves is triggered off by a climax situation of some sort. Dima 
finds his sea legs, acquires the trappings of a fisherman, becomes 
i nvolved with his fellow crew men sufficiently to speak out his mind, and 
af ter a particularly difficult trip thinks back over these events: 
····· A TaK ycTan , YTO AamB HB Mory cnaTb. A nemy Ha caoeH 
KOHKB , 1--1 MblCnl--1 y MBHfl CKaYyT , KaK c yMaWBALJJl--18 . A - YnBH 
pbl6onoBBU, KOH apTBnl--1 ' npomBKTOp • .14 
... 
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Finally, after being caught in a severe storm and narrowly escaping 
total disaster, the three friends discover that each of them has worked 
out a decision about his future life. These decisions emerge from the 
self-awareness that they have developed, and are specific and based on 
a realistic sense of real wants and possibilities. 
Tolik learns to endure physically exhausting labour, and after his 
first shift he already feels a pride in this achievement • 
• • • • fl TOl-HB 661n rop~ CB0!-1M KOM6!-1H830HOM B 68TOH8, CBOl-1Ml-1 canoraM!-1., 
Cl-136lMl-1 OT Han1-1nwero U,BMBHTa, 1-1 pyKaa1-1u,aM1-1 , KOTOp618 fl HB6p8H{H0 
BblTaLl~n 1,13-3a noflca 1-1 WBblpHyn Ha no..oioKOHHl-1K. MHe 661no np!-1flTHO, 
YTO B MOBH noxo~K8 nOflBl-1nOCb YTO-TO HByKn~}t{88, W1-1pOK08,pa6oY88 ••• 15 
This sense of achievement continues to grow as Tolik manages to cope 
with the difficulties that crop up, and after he overcomes a moment of 
despair when he almost abandons the construction site. The culminating 
moment when he feels complete identification with other people, and a 
personal involvement in the project on which he is labouring, is at the 
moment when the dam which they had all been building is completed, and 
the river is diverted into its new course. He identifies himself as a 
builder, looking back over the experiences of the past months: 
3To 661na Hawa m1-13Hb, - fl roaop~ Hawa, noToMy YTO cTan HacTOflL.1..V-1M 
CTp01-1T8nBM 1-1 H8 npe~cTaBnfl~ C86fl ~pyr1-1M. 16 
There is another element in this final stage, because, along with 
the importance of experiencing and overcoming the difficulties of the 
work situation, personal relationships are given a very important part. 
We can separate two kinds of relationships. There are 'ordinary' 
relationships, usually characterised by a growing concern for the 
newcomer, which are supportive, producing a sense of 'belonging' and 
being part of a community. Then there are the relationships with people 
who become important influences, who become models that are to be 
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f ollowed or who are seen as representing an important continuum in human 
endeavours. The first kind of 'ordinary' relationship does not require 
much connnent, except for the fact that it seems to function in a 
reassuring way, and serves to break down the isolation of the initiate. 
The second sort of relationship is more complex. It can be an older 
person as well as a peer who performs the function of acting as a model, 
but in the three novels we are considering here both age groups are 
represented. Between them they divide the task; the person who belongs 
t o the peer group provides a well-developed attractive model which 
can be emulated, because it takes in similarities of circumstances and 
problems, while the older person provides an example of a life so lived, 
and also acts as a link with the enterprises of an earlier generation, 
giving a sense of purposeful continuity to the projects and activities 
of the society. Also, they refute (again, by precept and example) 
s ome of the other interpretations of social reality. There is one other 
f unction that seems to be common to the model personality and that is the 
'sacrificial' function. At a point shortly after the dawning awareness of 
one's place and purpose in the young people, there occurs the tragic 
death, or near death, of the person who has become a model, and this 
death reinforces the newly formed conceptions in a twofold way. First 
t he death is due to a living out to the end of the principles that the 
model person stands for, which lends the added significance to these 
principles of being something for which people die. This 'sacrificial' 
death in present-day circumstances links up with the whole revolutionary 
tradition of dying for the cause. So, the death sanctifies the cause, 
and, in addition, such a death must not be allowed to have occurred in vain. 
Tolik's two models are an old revolutionary, Zakhar Zakharych, and 
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a young connnunist, Misha. Zakhar Zakharych is instrumental in influencing 
Tolik to change his mind when he is ready to give in to difficulties, 
and impresses him with his attitude to life and with his values. When 
Zakhar Zakharych dies, working to the limits of his strength, this 
death symbolises for Tolik the proper culmination of a worthwhile life. 
3axapb1'-! •••• YenoBBK • • • • DH pacTaopi,rncR B }Hv13HH BBCb, 6e3 
OCTaTKa. DH HH'-!Bro HB Ha}HHn v1 HB OCTaBHn HHKaKoro 6apaxna. 
Bo,D,vrn B pBBOnlDLJ,HID 6pOHBBHK, CTpov1n 3aBO,D,bl, 8O3Hn CHapR~I no,D, 
mHHHrpa,D,oM, aanv1n Ky661 a AHrapy - 3ToMy OH OT ,D,an acero ce6R. 
BHH3Y no,D,o MH OH TB'-!BT B HOBOM pycne peKa, cTORT cTBH~, -
KaK .Y3HaTb, KaK 86I,D,BnH Tb, '-!TO C,D,Bnan TYT 3axap 3axapb1Lj? 
~ TBM HB MBHBB TYT ,D,Bno pyK ero, TyT! 
Ero naMRTHHKH no BCBH CTpaHB - BCID,D,y-aqu.,o.y ! - 6.B3blMRHHbl8, 
orpoMHblB, }HHBblB. YTo xonMHK B conKax? npocTaR ycnoaHOCTb ! 
3axap 3axap61'-! HB TaM, OH BBCb u,enHKOM B ryne v1 ,D,8v1}H8Hv1v1 
}Hv13Hv1. 
CMory-nv1 R O~Tb TaKv1M?17 
Misha ts a communist, vitally involved with the fortunes of his 
country, and he vehemently reaffirms Zakhar Zakharych's values, and 
rejects the significance of other interpretations of reality. Misha 
lives out his principles of involvement: he is in hospital, with a 
stab wound which he received when rushing to rescue a woman who was 
being assaulted by a group of drunkards. Tolik's uncertainties infuriate 
him, and they engage in impassioned disputes, the substance of which is 
finally taken up by Tolik into his own developing viewpoint. He says: 
Mb! npHHHMaBM 3CTaqJBTY OT 3axapa 3axapb1'-!a •••• 
• • • • )].a , no}HanyH, CTaHOBnlDCb 3pBnblM, noToMy '-!TO Ha'-!HHalD KoB-TO 
nDHHMaTb •... l-HH3Hb ! l-HH3Hb npv1Ha,LJ,n8}HHT n1D,D,RM , KOTOpb18 CTpORT 
HB TOnbKO CBOB COOCTBBHHOB 6naronony'-!H8. 18 
Now his future seems clear and unproblematic, 
•••• nocne wKon~ 66m TaKoH y}Hac, a Tenepb, ,D,BHCTBHTBnbHo, 
nepe,D,o MHOH OTKpb1Ba1DTCR BB3,1J,8 ,D,oporv1. YTo cny'-!v1nocb c MOHMH 
r n a3aMH v1 co MHOH? HeT , R, KOHBYHO, HH 3a YTO HB OCTaHycb 
npocTo 6eToH~HKDM. Ha cne,D,y~v1 H ro,D, no,D,aM 3aR aneHv1e a 3aoy HblH 
CTpOHTBnbH~H HHCTHTyT.19 
... 
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In Kollegi there are two older mentor-figures, Dr Dampfer, who 
influences Aleksei, and the Chairman of the local Sovkhoz, Yegorov, who 
supports Sasha, and whose significance lies in the way he reinforces 
Sasha's feeling of taking up the baton of past generations. Of course, 
Sasha's position is always clearly worked out, but it is important to 
him that his convictions receive the support of Yegorov. The two discuss 
their interpretation of reality in a long conversation and agree 
fl Ka}HBTefl nOHRn. r naBHOB - B 3TOH HBnpepbl BHOH L.\BnH. Moi::i 
npa.DiB.Di eH.1JiBn B Wnv1e eenb6ypre. Pa3BB OH Ha.1JiBRner1 Ha esep}HBHHB 
L.\apH3Ma npH ero }Hv13HH? H BBeb Haw MHp eTOHT Ha TOM, YTO 
6onbWHHeTBO n~~BH HM88T eBOHeTBO pa6oTaTb H }HvJTb HB TOnbKO 
20 
~fl mv1s0Ta esoero ••••• 
Sasha himself turns out to be the model for Aleksei and his struggle 
with a criminal which almost ends in his death is the episode which pulls 
Aleksei's uncertainties together into an acceptance of Sasha's values: 
• • • • PaHbWB, B npownbl8 r0.1Jibl, BBKa, }HvJnH MaKeHMOBbl H 3enBHHHbl, 
noxomHB Ha HHX, TBnBpBWHHX, HO see-TaKH .1Jipyrv1e. CBHYae 
}HHBYT OHH. A noene HHX 6y.DiyT ~pyrv1e, nOXO}HH8 Ha HHX, HO 
.1Jipyrv1e. H HY}HHO, YT06bi TB, HOBblB, Bp8M8H8MH senOMHHanv1 0 
HHX. Tor.Dia •••• Tor.Dia HB 6y~eT eTpawHo. Ha.Dio see .1JiBnaTb 
.1JinR Toro, YT06bl Hae senoMHHanH. He nepeoHanbHO MaKeHMOBa, 
a seex Hae. CawKa npas: HY}HHO YyaeTBOBaTb eso~ eBR36 e 
npOW8.1JiWHM H 6y.DiyUJ,HM. HMBHHO B 3TOM enaeBHHB OT eTpaxa 
nep8.1Ji H8H368}HH~M YX0.1JiOM H3 }Hv13HH.21 
Zvezdnyi bilet has no comparable figure of a much older mentor, but 
Viktor, Dima's brother (who was an important early influence on Dima) 
recovers his former significance in their last encounter when, in some 
sense they discover that they are both in search of an answer to the same 
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question, and his death 'in the course of duty' leads to Dima's symbolic 
discovery of the 'starry ticket' framed by the window in Viktor's room. 
We can thus see that in the three novels we have examined the 
search for a subjective reality follows a pattern which consists of 
several steps. First there is the breaking away from a view of social 
reality which is rejected, or from which escape is desired, because 
of the uncertainty about the possibilities it holds, or because the 
possibilities are unacceptable. Then there is the exposure to various 
interpretations of social reality as exemplified by people, their 
actions and their ideas. This is followed by involvement in a work 
group, where a role is learned and some of the possible aspects it can 
assume are seen. A measure of self-knowledge is acquired in this process 
about one's capabilities and one's responses to others and to various 
situations. This new knowledge is reinforced in a routine way by 
supportive people, and formulated in general principles by outstanding 
individuals, either by precept, example, or both. Finally, the newly 
acquired construction of social reality is crystallised and strongly 
reinforced by a crisis situation. In the case of the above novels, 
the final perceptions appear to be covered by two main principles -
that one must live for others, and that the important guideline is to 
maintain a continuity with people who have in this way contributed 
something in the past. These principles are then invoked for guidance 
in role selection and in role interpretation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOCIAL VALUES 
I 
I have been concerned so far with a number of writings in 
which it has been made clear that the ideal picture of how one should 
behave generates a number of stock responses. There are other writers, 
however, who go further than this, and write what amount to direct 
attacks - though in a very oblique manner - on the view that the given 
picture of how one should behave is at all satisfactory in coming to 
grips with a number of important values and issues. 
The strongest and most generalised of these attacks can be found 
in a number of Solzhenitsyn's stories. A number of parallel themes, 
however, are also taken up in the stories of Iurii Kazakov. It is no 
accident, of course, that these are both writers of much greater 
originality and power than those we have hitherto considered. They 
can be seen, in the stories I shall analyse, handling themes which 
closely parallel those I have already discussed. They can also be 
seen, however, to refine and extend the type of critique contained 
in those works. 
The issue over which Kazakov most clearly mounts a direct 
attack on the prevailing assumptions, and presents a situation in 
which the main character is shown to exhibit a perception of social 
reality completely remote from any generally accepted view, is the 
issue of artistic talent. The generally accepted view is, of course, 
that such talents ought to be made publicly available, and that it 
is appropriate to criticise the exercise of such talents by reference 
to the prevailing ideology. 1 What Kazakov shows us, however, is 
that there can be at least two types of situation in which this 
demand is perceived by the possessor of the talent himself to be 
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merely irrelevant. 
The first of these cases, which Kazakov treats in the novella 
Adami Eva, 2 is the relatively conventional case of the young person 
who is himself an artist, and whose own perception of the proper way 
to exercise his talent is completely at odds with the perceptions 
imposed by the official ideology. The artist, Ageev, is shown to 
perceive the problems of art in general, and of his own work in 
particular, in such a way that the criticisms which are offered of his 
work are meaningless, because the terms in which they are couched are 
simply irrelevant to his way of thinking about it. 
Ageev meets with the rituals which operate to protect the 'universe' 
of his society from any serious encounters with contradictory or 
challenging interpretations only after he has ceased to be a student. 
Up till then, his talent had been acknowledged and his work (although 
with some head-shaking and admonishment) had been accepted. When he 
had remained, that is, within the narrow and sheltered framework of 
the art institute, his deviant perceptions and attitudes had, to a 
certain degree, been accommodated. When he emerged, however, into 
the hroader society outside the institute and beyond his student 
group, this previously tolerated deviance became impermissible and 
Ageev was then faced with a wide range of measures designed either to 
reform his notions about art and the artist, or to prevent him from 
visibly displaying them. 
TpH ro~a ! - CKa3an OH. - vlnn~CTpa~HH 6epy , YT06 ~8H8t 
3apa 6oTaTb. T~H r o~a KaK KOHLJ Hn HHCTHTYT, H BCRKHB 
no~OHKH 3 a BH~y~T: ax , cnasa, ax, Es pana 3HaBT • • • • vl~HOTbt! 
YeMy 3aBH~osaTb? YTo R Ha~ Ka}t{~OH KapTHHOH ••.• YTo y 
MBHR MaCTBpCKOH ~o CHX nop HB T? nHWBWb BBCHY - rosopRT : 
H8 Ta 88CHa ! 5HonorHLJ8C KaR , BH~HWb nH , nonyL.JaBTCR 88CHa . 
A? Ha BblC TasKy He n ona~eWb , KOMHCCHH 3ae~a~T, a npopsancR 
L.JeM- TO H8 1 naBHblM - ffi..\8 xy}t{B . KpHTHKH ! KpHYaT O cospeMBHHOCTH , 
a COBp8M8HHOCT b n OHHMa~T rHyCHO . vJ KaK spyT, KaKaR ~eMarorHR 
3a BBpH~MH cnosaMH! 3 
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This concerted denial of any degree of validity does have the 
effect of shaking Ageev's confidence. It not only makes him doubt the 
rightness of his perceptions, moreover, it also makes him doubt his 
talent and thus freezes his ability to work. He begins to drink 
steadily, filling the emptiness of the day while waiting for Vika, 
his girl, to arrive. Vika is important to Ageev in this situation as 
a source of reassurance for him about his talent and the rightness of 
his perceptions. Thus when she makes it clear that she too may have 
her doubts about the validity of Ageev's view of things, Ageev 
immediately repels the possibility of allowing the relationship to 
develop, thus protecting himself against the added danger of unbelief 
on the part of someone who may become important to him . 
.... - Honxo3HH~Y HB CHRnH? - TYT me c TpeaoroH cnpocHn OH. 
- HeT, BHCHT .•.. BHKa 3acMeRnacb. - HHKTO HHYero HB noHHMaeT, 
KpHYaT, cnopRT - pe6RTa c 6opo~KaMH, a ~mHHcax noconoaenH, 
KpyraMH XO~RT ..•. 
- Te6e-To noHpaaHnacb? - cnpocHn Areea. 
BH Ka Heonpe~enBHHO yn~6Hynacb, a Areea a~pyr pa3o3nHncR, 
HaXMypHnCR H 3aconen, HHmHf!fl ry6a 810 BblnRTHnacb·, T8MH618 
rna3a 3anyxnH, nonBHHBBnH. 
'Han~cb!' - pewHn oH.4 
At the moment when the decision to prevent the relationship from 
developing is made there is no comment on Ageev's action. Later, 
however, when Ageev is going over this disastrous meeting, he has no 
hesitation in identifying the precise moment from which the relationship 
was doomed, and in postulating the sort of response which would have 
made it viable . 
.... CnaceHHB ero 6~no CBHYac a BHKB , HOH 3Han 3TO. Ho YTo-To 
B HBH npHBO~Hno ero B 68W8HCTBO. npHexana .... CaemaR, KpaCHBaR, 
Bn~6n8HHaR - ax , YBpT ! 3aY8M, 3aYBM o6R3aT8nbHO YTO-TO ~OKa361 BaTb? 
vi KoMy - BH ! A y Hee He6ocb HOrH OTHHManHcb, K cep~~y no~KaTu1aano, 
Kor~a exana - ~Mana o nepaoH HOYH , o HBM, npHmaTbCR K HBMY 
XOTenocb , K YBpTy nbRHoMy. AH-rRH-.RH! vi 66LJ10 661, 661no - ecnH 
661 cpa3y cornacHnacb c HHM, cKa3ana 661: "tlia ! Tb1 npaa ! " C yMa 
661 cowen yBB3 661 B qiv1op,D.bl , B v136ywKy, y OKOWKa 661 noca,D.v1n, 
a caM C xoncTOM . Jlw,vlKO KpOXOTHOB, rna3a ,D.nv1HHbl8 , BOnOCbl 
BblropBBWl-18 ' KynaLJ KOM no,D.nBpnacb. • • • MrnHBT, B }t{v13Hv1 661 nyLJWB 
HvlYBro HB Hanv1can! AH - RH - RH!5 
This passage follows the second breach between Vika and Ageev, 
after a brief mellowing on his part, when a moment of confidence and 
quiet intimacy is broken by Vika's questioning neutrality, which to 
Ageev appears threatening and hostile. 
- vi O,D.Horo BBpHoro cnoBa o Te6e HB 6b1no? - 3a,LJ,yMYv1BO cnpocv1na 
Bv1Ka , 0Tn0Mv1n a 6epe30BYID ~enKy 1-1 cTana rpb13Tb. 
- Tb!! - ArBBB no6nB,LJ,HBn. - CTy,QBHTOYKa! Tb! 8~8 B CTOpOHB, Tb! 
C HvlMl-1 HB CTanKvJBanacb, KHvlmBYKa, ,LJ,vlaMaT, npaKTvlKa •••• A OHl-1, 
KOr,[\a rOBOpRT 1 LJ8nOBBK 1 , TO HBnpBMBHHO c 6onbWOH 6yKBbl. vlXHBMY 
npORCHBHHOMY B3opy npB,D.CTaBnRBTCR HBnpBMBHHO B8Cb LJBnOBBK -
CTpaHa, TbCRLJBnBTvlR, KOCMOC! 06 O,[\HOM LJ8nOB8K8 OHl-1 HB .QyMalDT, 
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vlM no,D.aBaH Mv1nnv10Hbl . 3a Mv1nnv10Hbl npRYYTCR, a Mbl , TB, KTO YTO-TO 
,D.BnaBT, M~ ,D.nR HvlX nv1moH~ •••• .D.YXOBH~B CTvlnRrl-1 - BOT KTO M~ ! 
I epo - Ov1Ka ! - npOTl-1 BHO npOv13H8C Aree B 1-1 3aCMBRnCR. - Ma-aCCbl ! 
BoT OHl-1, Mac0::i1 , - AreeB KvlBHyn Ha naccamv1poB. - A R v1x n1D6n1D, 
MHB npOTvlBHO Ha,[\ HvlMl-1 cnlOHl-1 nycKaTb BOCTOpmBHH~B. A vlX BO 
nnOTl-1 n1D6n1D - vlX PYKl-1, vlX rna3a, noHRTHO? noToMy LJTO OHl-1 
3BMnlD B ce6e .QBpmaT. B 3TOM BCR wTyKa. Ecnv1 Kam.QblH xopow, 
TOr,[\a 1-1 o6~8CTBO xopowo , 3TO R T868 rOBOplO! 06 3TOM ,[\BHb 1-1 
HOL.Jb ,LJ,yMalO, MHB nnoxo, 3aKa3OB HBT, ,[\BHBr HBT, Y8pT C HvlMl-1, 
HBBamHO, HOR BCB paBHO npaB, 1-1 nycTb H8 yYaT MB HR. MBHR mv13Hb 
YYl-1T - 1-1 HaCYBT onTv1Mv13Ma 1-1 BBpbl a 6y,D.~88 H BOT B 3Tv1 caMbl8 
Maccbl R BCBM Kpv1Tv1 KaM cTo oy KOB snepe,D, ,LJ,aM ! 6 
Ageev's ultimate upsurge of self-doubt follows after some quiet 
recollections of his mother, of himself as a child, and of the many 
times when he was insensitive or unappreciative of her constant love. 
With this recollection comes his self-doubt, and with this the 
thought that perhaps his critics are right after all, and that he does 
lack a basic 'idea' without which one cannot be a 'prophet'. Ageev 
is restored to a sense of purpose, however, by a chance encounter with 
I 
a friendly fisherman. They have a drink together, and the fisherman's 
approving identification of Ageev as an artist, followed by a warm 
invitation which opens the possibility of becoming included in the 
fishing community, restore Ageev's faith in himself. With this 
renewed faith comes the urge to work. 
Arees paccMaTpHsan ~epKOBb , H eMy XOTenocb pHCOBaTb. 
DH ~yMan, YTO , KOHeYHO, eH He TpHCTa neT , a HeH3MepHMO 
6onbwe, YTO OHa TaKme CTapa, KaK 3eMnR, KaK KaMHH. H 
e~e y Hero H3 ronosbl He BblXO~Hn secenblH pbtiaK , H ero 
Tome xoTenocb Areesy pHcosaTb.7 
The story ends on this more optimistic note. We are thus shown 
the need of the artist to defend his beliefs and perceptions against 
their denial or rejection by the society in which he wishes to 
participate. We are also shown the possibility of an integration 
between the young man's perceptions and the more conventional 
perceptions of his society at large by the medium of an accepting 
individual or community. But the tension remains between the validity 
of the artist's own perceptions of his role and his sense of what it 
requires on the one hand, and the needs of the society with its very 
closed perceptions of the functions of the artist on the other. 
* * * * * 
The second, much less conventional attack which Kazakov mounts 
on the prevailing assmnption that the man of artistic talent has 
the social duty to exercise his talent publicly comes in his short 
8 
story Otshchepenets. The protagonist of this story, Egor, is a 
man who enjoys a very close and affectionate relationship with just 
one other person, Alena, and the very complete nature of this 
relationship is shown to make Egor completely indifferent to the 
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world of any wider community and to the demands it might seek to impose 
on him. Egor is a man who has been 'corrupted' by the easy and 
undemanding work he does as a beacon lighter and ferry man on the 
river. He is presented as a solitary, free man, with a deep-seated 
aloofness and indifference to other people. He is also shown, however, 
to enjoy moments of intense emotional depth, which are signalled 
first by a consuming restlessness and finally by the release of his 
feelings in tremendous and splendid outpourings of song. Egor's 
indifference to other people and to society is so great that in the 
presence of others he disdains to make full use of his tremendous 
natural talent as a singer, in the way that he does when he is alone 
with Alena. He does sing for other people, but only as an exercise in 
power, to stun and impress, and to assert himself. It is only when he 
is driven by his own intense inner urge that he reveals the full extent 
of his incredible natural talent, and even then he only does so when 
the moment of full ripeness has come . 
.... A HaCTOA~aA cnasa y HBro 6~BaBT, KOr~a, KaK OH caM rosopHT, 
ero 3aTAHBT. 3aTArHsaeT me ero pa3a ~Ba 8 MeCA~, KOr~a oco6eHHO 
CKYYHO H He no ce6e CTaHOBHTCA eMy. 
- HaKOHe~ HacTynaeT speMA. CnyYaeTCA 3TO o6~YHO K seYepy. ~ 
Erop yme He npocHT '~yeTa', OH scTaeT, HeYecaHH61H, xMypblH, 
CMOTpHT 8 O~HO OKOWKO, 8 ~pyroe, B~XO~HT, nbeT so~y, noTOM 
cyeT 8 KapMaH 6yTblnKy C BO~KOH, 6epeT nonywyYOK. 
- ~aneKo-nb co6pancA? HeBHHHO cnpaWHBaeT AneHKa, HO see 8 
Hei'.1 HaYHHaBT ~pomaTb. 
- nownH! - rpy6o rosopHT Erop H Koconano nepewarHsaeT 
nopor.9 
The difference between the sharpness and the emotional 
significance of the two experiences, the public and the private 
singing, is vividly obvious from the description of Egor's mood after 
he finishes singing. In public, when the performance has ended: 
I 
•••• BceM pa~ocTHO, npa3AHHYHO , a Erop, cYacTnHa~H OT noxaan, 
ycTaawHH, y}t{e cnerKa ocTbtBWHH, onf!Tb HB6pe}t{BH H HacMBWJlHB, H 
KpynHOB nH~O ero onf!Tb HHYBro HB a~pa}t{aBT. CMyTHO npBACTaanf!BT 
OH ce6e 5onbWOH TBaTp, MocKay, nBTfll4YfO YBTBBpKy KOHBH, caeT 
MB}t{AY KonoHHaMH , CHfllillJ,HH 3an, 3BYKH opKBCTpa - KaK ace BHABn 
OH 3TO 8 KHHO , - nBHHBO noTflrHBaBTCfl H 6opMOYBT: 
- Bee 3TO TpanH-aanH •... T88Tp~ TaM BCflKHB .••• 
H Ha HBro Aa}t{B HB o6H}t{afOTCfl: TaK BBnHKa TBnBpb ero cnaaa, 
TaKHM HBnOHflTHbM H CHnbH~M Ka}t{BTCfl OH TBnBpb rocTf!M.1O 
After Egor and Alena have begun their solitary singing, however, the 
effect is completely different and far more intense. 
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H OHH nofOT, YyacTayr1 TOnbKO OAHO, YTO BOT CBHYac pa3opaeTcfl 
cepA~B, cBHYac ynaAyT OHH Ha Tpaay MBpTabtMH - H HB HaAO y}t{ HM 
}t{HBOH BOAbt, HB aocKpecHyTb HM nocne TaKoro cYacTbfl H TaKOH MYKH. 
A Kor Aa OHH KOHYafOT, H3MYYBHH618, onycTOW8HHbl8 , CYaCT nHB618, Kor Aa 
Erop Mon Ya no}t{HTCfl ronoaoH BH Ha KOnBHH, H Tfl}t{Bno AblWHT, OH a 
~enyeT Bro 6nBAH08 xonOAHOB nH~O H WBnYBT, 3aA61Xaf!Cb: 
- EropywKa, MHnblH •••• Jki6nf0 TB6fl, AHBHblH Tbt MOH, 3onoToH Tbt 
MOH •••• 
- Al TpanH-aanH •••• xoYBT cKa3aTb Erop, HO HHYero HB roaopHT. 
Bo pTy y Hero cnaAKD H cyxo.11 
Egor is thus presented as a man of great natural talent for whom 
it makes no sense to demand that the talent should be publicly 
displayed. When it is suggested that he should have his voice trained, 
he merely laughs. The intense and meaningful experience for Egor is 
never the public experience, in the way that accepted values would 
dictate, but is always the private experience. The whole notion of 
a public performance is shown to have no reality for him, but the 
talent is shown to be none the less genuine for that. The implication 
in this as in the first case is thus that there are situations in 
which the values of the received ideology are insufficiently sensitive, 
or else are completely irrelevant, for the characters concerned. 
* * * * * 
I 
The same type of attack on the values of the received ideology 
for providing no guide at all as to how to understand a whole range 
of human situations is also taken up in several of Solzhenitsyn's 
stories about young people. Here, however, the attack is much 
stronger, for the accusation is not merely, as in ~azakov's stories, 
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that the received ideology may be irrelevant in certain situations, 
but that it may do positive and obvious harm. Solzhenitsyn's 
recurrent point is that the stock ideological responses not only 
control the behaviour of good and sincere people, but also cause them 
to act, in spite of their obvious desire to behave correctly according 
to the received values, in ways which are clearly shown to be humanly 
stunting. This concern of Solzhenitsyn's can be illustrated 
particularly clearly from two stories which both deal with the 
interaction between· young people and their society. 
Both the storieB I shall consider are concerned with situations 
in which the protagonists are shown to behave correctly according 
to the accepted values of the society. One of the stories; Sluchai na 
· · K h k 12 1 · Z t h stants11 rec etov a, concerns a young 1eutenant, o ov, w ose 
job, owing to the outbreak of the war, is concerned with the control 
of train and troop movements. The story is set in the railway 
station where Zotov meets an older man, Tveritinov, who tells him 
that he has become separated from his company in the course of the 
retreat. They fall into a long discussion, in which Zotov at first 
establishes a very human relationship with the older man. Zotov 
works out which train Tveritinov will need to catch in order to rejoin 
his company and gives Tveritinov the necessary details and documents. 
Tveritinov asks the location of the place and is told it is near 
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Stalingrad. He then asks about the old name of Stalingrad, thereby 
amazing Zotov that there could be a Soviet man who should want to ask 
such a question. Zotov is then shown to suffer a sudden crisis of 
conscience in which he accuses himself of not having been watchful 
enough in his dealings with a man whom he now becomes sure must be 
a spy. Once the suspicions which he is shown to have been conditioned 
to entertain are aroused in this way, Zotov is then quite clear how 
he ought to behave. He walks with Tveritinov to the guard room of 
the station. Tveritinov protests in a completely baffled way at this 
sudden and, to him, meaningless development: 
- YTo Bbl ,[\BnaeTe! YTo Bbl t\BnaeTel - KpHYan TBepHTHHOB 
ronocoM ryn KHM, KaK KOnOKOn. 8iB,[lb 3TOro H8 HCnpaBHWb ! 13 
Zotov nevertheless leaves him under guard, confused and lying as he 
backs out of the situation: 
- He 6ecnoKOHTBCb, He 6ecnoKOHTBCb, - yr0Bapv1aan 3oToa, 
HoroH HawynblBafl nopor ceHeH, - Ha,Llo qy,L\BT TOnbKO BblflCHHTb 
O,[\HH aonpOCHK •••• 
vi ywen. 14 
Zotov then innnediately gets in touch with the NKVD in order to report 
that he has detained a suspicious character. Zotov is thus shown 
acting exactly in the way which his perception of his duty requires 
that he should act. 
15 The other story, Dlia pol'zy dela, concerns the overruling by 
bhe first secretary of the obkom of the allocation of a new building 
to an overcrowded technicurn, in order to assign the building instead 
to a more prestigious institute of electronics research. The director 
of the technicurn, Fedor Mikheevich, is shown seeking an interview with 
the obkom secretary, Knorozov, in an attempt to protest at this 
I 
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decision. We are not only shown, however, that Knorozov rejects this 
appeal in a totally laconic, totally assured fashion, and suffers no 
uncertainty or pangs of conscience about this decision. We are also 
shown that the director of the technicum greatly admires the decisiveness 
and willpower of the obkom secretary, and is not really concerned to 
question his decision, but is fully prepared to accept its inevitability. 
Again, there is no question but that the secretary, in arriving at 
his decision, has behaved perfectly correctly according to the values 
of leadership which he has learned, and according to the communist 
values in which he believes. 
Both these stories thus illustrate the fact that the way of 
perceiving social reality which is laid down in the received ideology 
not only controls people's behaviour, but is implicitly accepted by 
good and sincere people. In Sluchai na stantsii Krechetovka, we are 
given an account of the young lieutenant, Zotov, which makes it clear 
from the outset that he is intended basically to be a sympathetic 
character. He is presented as a young idealist, a patriot, and as a 
man with a real capacity for human concern. Similarly in Dlia pol'zy 
dela, the director of the technicum, although he is prepared to accede 
in the decision which wrecks his hopes, is by no means presented as 
an unsympathetic person. 
The main point, however, which both these stories are concerned 
to make is that it is the very commitment of such decent people to 
such a constraining view of social reality which makes it difficult 
for them to perceive, in the way that the reader is very clearly 
intended to perceive, that what is humanly and morally significant 
in these situations finds no place in the accepted way of viewing them. 
I! 
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The most that either of the protagonists in the two stories eventually 
feels is a deep but rather indefinite unease at the apparently 
contradictory demands placed upon them by the values in which they 
believe on the one hand, and their sense of the given situation on the 
other. Thus, at the end of Sluchai na stantsii Krechetovka, we are 
told that Zotov, although not apparently in doubt about the correctness 
of his behaviour, cannot avoid something like a feeling of guilt about 
it as well: 
- Bee c~enaHo 66~0, KameTcR, TaK KaK Ha~o. TaK, ~a HB 
TaK .... 16 
Similarly in Dlia pol'zy dela, the director is allowed a moment of 
pure bitterness and frustration at the end, and in the presence of the 
first secretary, when hearing his decision about the technicum, he 
at least fails to feel any of his customary feelings of uplift and 
confidence in the wisdom of his leadership. 
The protagonists in both these stories are thus shown to be left 
merely in a state of puzzlement about the contradictory demands of 
their feelings and their beliefs. The reader, however, is left in no 
doubt that the stereotyped patterns of behaviour which are sincerely 
followed out completely fail to illuminate what is humanly important 
about these situations, and in fact bring positive harm. This is 
brought out particularly clearly in Dlia pol'zy dela. We are told 
that the new building is very badly needed for the children of the 
technicum since their existing buildings are not only overcrowded, 
but the conversion of the old building, once they have moved, will 
give them the hostel which they very badly need. We are also told 
that the children themselves have devoted their weekends and holidays 
to ensuring that their new building is ready in time. The sheer 
I 
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injustice of the inflexible bureaucrats in rescinding the order to hand 
over the building is explicitly alluded to, moreover, at two points 
in the story. First, one of the women teachers, Lidiia Georgievna, 
attacks the unfairness of the decision in an almost hysterical manner 
when she is first told of it. And later, when the secretary of the 
party bureau, who is also one of the teachers, attempts to justify 
the decision to her, she attacks the whole principle that the progress 
of state technology could possibly matter more than the education of 
the children. And secondly, when the secretary of the city committee 
goes to visit the first secretary, Knorozov, we are shown him actually 
engaging in a direct argument over whether (as he puts it) communism 
is to be about stones rather than people. 
The attack on the received ideology represented by these stories 
of Kazakov's and especially Solzhenitsyn's is thus of a particularly 
strong character. The hand of the bureaucrats operating the ideology, 
and even that of ordinary people seeking to impose it, is shown to be 
a dead hand. Nevertheless, it is not only shown that these false and 
misleading perceptions are accepted by characters whom it is clear we 
are otherwise intended to approve. It is also shown that these 
same false perceptions are the governing perceptions of the whole 
society. The leadership is presented not merely as blinkered, but as 
wrong, and the tragedy is that the wrongness is not seen through by 
those whom it most affects. 
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CHAPTER V 
SIMILAR THEMES -
DEEPENING PERCEPTIONS 
I have now illustrated the major issues which revolve around the 
problems of young people in the type of literature I am concerned to 
analyse. I concentrated first on the more conventional presentation of 
these themes, and then on their presentation in the work of two much more 
unconventional and original writers. I should now like finally to turn to 
compare the methods of treatment and differences in outlook which I have 
shown to arise in this way within the general body of this type of critical 
literature. The special point of mounting this final comparison, as I 
indicated in my Introduction, is as follows. It will enable us to show 
precisely what is unusual and original in the treatment of these themes by 
the less conventional and more powerful writings which I examined in the 
last chapter. It may thus be said that a preliminary study of the more 
conventional writings I first examined actually represents a necessary 
condition of any genuine critical appreciation of such writers as Kazakov 
and Solzhenitsyn. 
The most obvious distinctions with which I shall now be concerned lie 
in the different treatments of the same themes by these different writers. 
The most important distinctions, however, to which I shall finally turn, 
lie in the suggestion of a quite new and anti-ideological theme, notably 
in Solzhenitsyn's stories. 
I turn first to examine the different devices and treatments of the 
common themes which these more exceptional writers are able to introduce. 
The novels which I analysed in Chapters 2 and 3 are generally of a 
straightforward, narrative character. One obvious but very important 
distinction between these and the stories of Solzhenitzyn in particular 
lies in the latter's much freer use of purely symbolic devices - the 
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symbols of transience stressed in setting a story late at night, in a 
railway station; the very Ibsen-like symbolic force of the bui l ding as 
the centre point of Dlia pol'zy dela. 
Solzhenitsyn's handling of these themes is also remarkab l e f or i ts 
ex tended use of ironic devices, a form of perception which the more 
conventional writers simply do not permit themselves . It is very 
important, however, in both the Solzhenitsyn stories I have analys ed . 
There is a diffused irony in both the stories at the expense of the 
pretensions generated in ordinary people by the demands of the off icial 
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perceptions of social reality. Thus in Dlia pol'zy dela the pretens ions 
of the Moscow and local officials are neatly deflated by pointing out, i n 
Swiftian vein, how their sense of position is defined for them by the 
different types of hats they wear. Similarly, Zotov in Sluchai na 
stantsii Krechetovka is ironically presented, at his moment of cris is, 
making the mental resolve to read Das Kapital, in the hope that it will 
arm him better to cope with his situation - the situation of a religious 
man who has never had time to read his Bible. 
Bee CTY~BHYBCKHB nRTb nBT MBYTan OH npoYBCTb 3aBBTHy~ 3TY KHHry , 
H HB pa3 6pan 88 B HHCTH TYTCKOH 6H6n HOTBKB, .H rbl T a n cR KOHCnBKTHposaTb, 
H ~epman no CBMBCTpy , no ro~y - HO HHKOr~a HB OCTasanocb BpBMBHH , 
3aB~anH co6paHHR , O~BCTBBHHblB Harpy3KH , 3K3aMBH6L. vl , HB KOHYHB 
O~HOH CTpaHHl_\bl KOHCnBKTa , OH c~a s an KHHry, · Ko,~a wen C H~HbCKOH 
o6xo~HOH . v1 ~ame KOr~a npoxo~Hn H nonHT3KOHOMH~, caMOB BpBMR 
6bmo YHTaTb ' KanHTan ' - npeno~aBaTBn b OT,OBapHBan: ' YTOHHTB! ' , 
COBBTbLBan HamHMaTb Ha YYB6HHK JlanH~yca , Ha KOHCnBKTbl nBKl_\HH. 
v1 ~BHCTBHTBn bHO , TOnbKO - TOflbKO ycnesanH . 
Ho BOT TBnBpb , OCBHb~ copoK nepso,o, B 3apB88 orpOMHOH TpBBOrH, 
BacR 3oTos Mor 3~Bcb, s ~brpe , HaHTH spBMR ~ n R ' KanHTan a '. TaK 
OH H ~enan - B Ya~! cso6o~Hbl8 OT cnym6bl, OT BCBBo6yya H OT 
3a~aHHH paHKOMa napTHH . Ha KBapTHpe y As~BBBblX, s 3anbl\B, 
ycTaBnBHHOM ~ HnO~BH~poHaMH H ano3 , OH ca~Hn CR 3a waTKHH Ma n BHbKHH 
CTOnHK H npH KBpOCHHOBOH naMne (H8 Ha BCB ~oM a nocenKa XBaTano 
M~HOCTH ~H3BnbHOro ~BHmKa ) , nornamHBaR rpy6y~ 6yMary PYKOH, 
YHTan : nepsblH pa3 - ~nR oxsaTa , BTopoH pa3 - ~ n R pa3MBTKH, 
TpBTHH pa3 - KOHCnBKTHpyR H CTapaRCb BCB OKOHYaTBn bHO y n omHTb 
B ronoBB . v1 YBM MpaYHBH 6blnH CBO,1],KH c qipoH Ta, T BM ynpRMBH HblpRn 
OH B TOncTy~ CHH~~ KHHry . BacR TaK nOHHMan, YTO KOr,1],a OH OCBOHT 
BBCb 3 TOT XOTR 661 nBpBblH TOM H 6y,1],BT CTpOHHblM ~BnblM ,1],Bp}t{aTb Bro 
B naMRTH - OH CTaHBT HBno6B,1],HMblM , HBYR3BHBblM , HBOTpa3HMblM B 
n~6oi'.1 H,1],BHHOH cxBaTKB . 1 
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As well as these fairly genial touches, Solzhenitsyn allows himself 
a degree of really bitter irony, found in none of the other works, against 
the excesses of the Stalinist period. In Sluchai na stantsii Krechetovka 
there is an extended and bitterly ironic passage in which Zotov and 
Tveritinov completely fail to understand each other in talking about the 
events of 1937. For Zotov, this was pre-eminently the year of the Spanish 
Civil War, and he describes to Tveritinov how he attempted to enlist. For 
Tveritinov, of course, 1937 was pre-eminently the year of the purges, 
about which Zotov is presented as completely oblivious, in a way that 
strikes Tveritinov into silence. 
- A YTO Bbl ynoMRHynH O TpH,1],~aTb CB,1],bMOM? - TOnbKO cnpocHn OH. 
- Hy , Bbl }t{B noMHHTB o6cTaHOBKY Tex neT ! - ropRYo paccKa3bLBan BacR. 
- vl,1],BT HcnaHCKaR BOHHa ! QJaWHCT6[ - B YHH BBpCHTBTCKOM ropO,1],KB 
vlHTBp6pv1ra,1J,a! IBB.Qanaxapa, XapaMa, Tepy3nb! Pa3BB ycH,1],HUb? Mb1 
Tpe6yeM, YT06br Hae YYHnH HcnaHCKOMy R3blKY - HBT, yYaT H8M8~KOMY • 
.R ,1],OCTa~ yY86HHK, cnoBapb, 3anycKa~ 3aY8Tur, 3K3aM8Hbl - yyy 1-1cnaHCKHH • 
.R YYBCTBY~ no BC8H CHTya~HH, YTO Mbl TaM yYacTBY8M, ,[\a p8aon~~HOHHaR 
COBBCTb H8 nO3BOnHT HaM OCTaTbCR B CTOpOH8! Ho B ra38Tax HHY8ro 
TaKoro H8T. KaK }t{8 MH8 Ty,1],a nonaCTb? DY8BH,1],HO, YTO npOCTO 68maTb 
B D,1J,8Ccy H Ca,1],HTbCR Ha KOpa6nb - 3TO ManbYHW8CTBO, ,[\a H norpaHHYHHKH. 
v1 BOT R - K HaYanbHHKY Y8TB8pTOH YaCTH BO8HKOMaTa, Tp8Tb8H YaCTH, 
BTOpOH YaCTH, n8pBOH YaCTH: nOUlflHT8 M8HR B vl cnaHH~! CM8~TCR: Tbl 
c y Ma COW8n, TaM HHKOro HaWHX H8T, YTO Tbl 6y,1J,8Wb ,1],8naTb?... Bbl 
3HaBT8 , R BH}t{Y, KaK Bbl n~6HT8 KYPHTb, 3a6HpaHT8-Ka 3TY naYKY ac~ 
C86e! .R BC8 paBHO ,[\nR yr~8HHR ,1],8pmy . v1 Ha KBapTHp8 8~8 8CTb . 
H8T y}t{, no}t{anyHcTa, nonomHT8 88 a B8LLJ,M8WOK, 3aaRmHT8, TOr,1],a noa8p~! •• 
Ta6aYOK T8n8pb - " npOX0,1],H08 CBH,1],8T8nbCTBO 11 , npHrO,1],HTCR BaM B nyTH ••• 
,1],a , H B,1],pyr, nOHHMa8T8, YHTa~ B " KpaCHOH 3883,1],8 11 , a R BC8 ra38Tbl 
cnnoWb YHTan , ~HTHpy~T (p !JaH~Y3CKoro }t{ypHanHCTa , KOTOpblH , M8H{,[ly 
npoYHM , nHW8T : "18pMaHHR H CCCP paccMaTpHaa~T vl cnaHH~ KaK onblTHblH 
nonv1roH ". A R - .DiOTOWHblH . 8b1npocv1n B 6v16nv10TBKB 3TOT HOMep, 
nO.DiOm.Dian 8~8 .DiHR Tpv1, H8 6y.DiBT nvi pB.DiaK~vlOHHOro onpoaepm8Hv1R. 
Ero HBT. Tor .Dia vi.DiY K caMoMy aoeHKOMY v1 roaopfO: "BoT, 
Yv1TaHTB . OnpoaepmeHv1R HB nocne.Dioaano, 3HaYv1T, ¢aKT, YTO 
Mbl TaM 8Of08M. npowy nocnaTb MBHR B v1cnaHv1fO npOCTblM CTpBnKOM!" 
A BOBHKOM KaK xnonHBT no CTony: "861 - HB npoao~v1pyHT8 MBHR ! 
KTo sac no.Diocnan? Ha.Dio 6y.DiBT - no3OBBM. Kpy-roM! "2 
In Dlia pol'zy dela Solzhenitsyn allows himself a similar and 
unusual degree of bitterness in alluding to one of the ideals which had 
become particularly valued and stressed during the Stalinist period. 
During the scene in which the obkom secretary is shown rejecting the 
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plea that the technicum building should not be turned over to the research 
institute, the secretary is described as standing up at one point in the 
course of announcing this decision. His subordinate, we are told, at 
this moment has the perception that: 
KHopo3oB noaepHyn ronoay - TOnbKO ronoay, HB nneYv1 - Ha 
rpaYvlKOBa vi, yme OT3BaHv1BaR MBTannoM , CKa3an: 
- A HB nOHv1Maf0. T~ - ceKpeTapb ropKoMa. MHe nv1 Te6e o6bRCHRTb 
KaK 6opOTbCR 3a YBCTb ropo~a? 8 HaWBM ropO.DiB HB 6~aano v1 HBT 
Hv1 O.DiHoro Hv1v1. He TaK nerKo 6bmo Hawv1M nfQ.DiRM .Di06v1TbCR ero. 
noKa Mv1Hv1CT8pCTBO HB pa3.DiYMano - Ha.DiO nonb3OBaTbCR cnyYaBM. 
l'lbl 3Tv1M cpa3y nepeXO.DivlM B .Dipyroi::i Knacc ropo.DiOB - MacwTa6a 
ropbKOro, Caep.DinOBCKa. •••• 
- 8 KOH~e KOH~OB YTO HaM .DiOpome? KaMHvl v1nv1 nfO.Divi? - Bb1Kpv1KHyn 
rpaYvlKOB. - YTO Mbl Ha.Di KaMHRMvl 3Tv1Mv1 TpRC8MCR? 
KHop0308 no~HRnCR BO BCfO CBOfO pamyfO ~v1rypy , v1 yav1~enocb, YTO 
OH- v13 CTanv1 88Cb, 683 COYn8H8Hv1H. 
~e- Ma-ro-rv1R! - nporpeMen OH Ha~ ronoaoi::i ocnywHv1Ka. 
v1 TaKaR 6bma BOnR v1 cv1na B H8M, YTO, Kame1cR, npoTRHvl OH 
.DinaHb - v1 oTneTena 661 y rpaYv1Koaa ronoaa. 
The cherished ideal of the 'man of steel' is thus placed in a totally 
equivocal, because inhumane, context. 
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The most important way, however, in which Solzhenitsyn's stories in 
particular can be shown to extend and to depart from the main conventions 
of this type of writing, lies in the quite different relations which 
begin to emerge in his discussions about the official ideology and modes 
of social perception. 
We can distinguish, first of all, two different ways in which 
Solzhenitsyn actually attacks the adequacy of the official perceptions 
which do not seem to be present in any other of the representative 
writings I have examined. First, it is particularly stressed in Sluchai 
na stantsii Krechetovka that there can be human situations which are 
simply bypassed by the responses available in the received ideology. 
This point is made generally at an early stage in the story. Zotov is 
shown being confronted at every step with things not being as they ought 
to be, and with no way of making them as they ought to be. The curtain 
has gone up at the wrong moment. The actors and the whole scene are 
caught in totally inappropriate and disillusioning behaviour. 
3aTo ,IJ,O}t{,IJ,b vi Hasen nopR,IJ,OK: HB 6b1no 3TOH 6ecTonKOBOH mo,IJ,cKOH 
nep8TOnYKv1, nocTOflHHOro KHW8Hv1fl rpaJ-H.1].aHCKHX Ha nnaT¢opMaX v1 
no nyTRM, Hapywaswero npv1nv1YHblH Bvl,IJ, vi pa6oTy cTaH~v1v1. Bee 
cnpRTanvicb, HvlKTO HB na3v1n Ha KapaYKax no,IJ, saroHaMvi, HB 
nepene3an no saroHHblM necBHKaM, MBCTHblB HB nepnvicb c BB,IJ,paMH 
sap8HOH KapTOWKH, a nacca}t{vJpbl TOBapHblX COCTaBOB H8 6po,IJ,v1nv1 
M8}t{ nO83,IJ,OB, KaK Ha TOnKyYK8, pa3B8Cv1B Ha nneyax v1 pyKaX 
6enbe, nnaTbB, Bfl3aHHbl8 se~vi. (Toprosnfl 3Ta OYBHb cMy~ana 
nBHTBHaHTa 3 OTOBa: 88 KaK 6y,IJ,TO H ,IJ,onycKaTb 6~no H8nb3fl v1 
3anpe~aTb 6b1no HBnb3fl - noToMy YTO HB oTnycKanocb npo,IJ,yKTOB 
,IJ,nfl 3BaKyvipy8MblX.) 4 
Before the climax of the story, Solzhenitsyn presents us with 
two incidents which again make this point, and which also foreshadow the 
nature of the bad faith which Zotov is programmed to exhibit at the climax 
of the story. Two echelons meet at the station. One carries thirty 
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coaches of soldiers, who had been trapped in an encirclement, under the 
guard of five NKVD men. The other echelon carries flour in sealed wagons 
and bagged flour in open wagons. The soldiers immediately attack the open 
wagons, rip open the bags, and take away as much flour as they can manage. 
One of the two guards of the flour train shouts a warning, and since no 
help is forthcoming from the escort guard van he shoots one of the soldiers 
dead. The incident is then discussed by two women and a very old man, 
and Zotov is impelled to join in, because' .... HB TaK OHH roaopHnH, HB 
TaK OHH nOHHManH. ,s 
The young woman in the discussion, Valia, defends the guard's action 
and, arguing moralistically, condemns the soldiers on grounds of principle. 
This is contrasted with the attitude of the old man, who does not try to 
argue in this way at all, but merely talks in terms of human needs and 
the immediate actuality. 
- A YTO m e My ocTaaanocb? - ,D,OKa3blBana BanR, npHcTyK~BaR KapaH,D,aWHKOM. 
- 88,D,b OH Ha nocTy, B8,[l,b OH YaCOBOH! 
- Hy, npaaHnbHO, KHBan cTapHK, poHRR KpynH~H KpacH~H nenen MaxopKH 
Ha non H Ha Kp~WKY ~OHapR . - npaBHnbHO .•.. EcTb BC8 XOTRT. 
- K YBMY 3TO Tbl? - HaxMypHnacb ,D,BBYWKa. KTo 3To - ace? 
- Aa XOTb-6~ M~ c To6oH, - B3,D,OXHyn Kop,D,y6aHno. 
- BoT 6ecTonKOBblH Tbl ,D,B,D,! Aa YTo-m OHH - rono,D,Hble? Be,D,b HM Ka3BHH61H 
naeK ,D,a~T. YTo-m HX, 6e3 naHKa BB3YT, ,D,yMaewb? 
- Hy, npaBHnbHO, - cornacHncR ,D,B,D,, H c L\HrapKH onRTb nocb1nanHcb 
pacKan8HHbl8 KpaCH618 Kycny KH, TBnBpb K HBMY Ha KOnBHO H nony 6ywnaTa •••• 6 
The old man goes rambling on in an apparently irrelevant and 
roundabout way to his final point: ' - 3HaYHT, ron o,D,y Bbl HB BH,D,an H, MHnb1e. 17 
Zotov now steps into the discussion, and he is shown leading it away from 
these merely humane considerations into what he takes to be the proper 
and ideologically approved channels. The contrast between the genuine 
feeling of the old man's response, and the hollowness of the approved 
ideological formulae is brought out with quite unusual clarity and 
bitterness in the following passage. 
- Cnywai::i, ,.QB,.Q, a LJTO TaKOB npv1cflra - Tb! B006pa}t{a8Wb, HBT? 
30TOB 3aMBTHO ,.Qnfl BCBX OKan. 
~e,.q MYTHO nocMoTpen Ha neHTBHaHTa . CaM ,.QB,.Q 6bm Heaenv1K, HO aenv1Kv1 
v1 Tfl}t{Bnb1 6blflv1 ero canorv1, Hanv1TaHHble BO,.QOH v1 Koe-r ,.qe BblMa3aHHble 
V 
rnv1Hov1. 
- Yero ,.qpyroro, - npo6ypLJan OH. - R v1 caM nflTb pa3 npv1cRran. 
- Hy, v1 KoMy Tu! npv1cflran? WapHJ ["l v1KonawKe? 
CTapv1K MOTHyn ronoaoi::i: 
- XaaTaH paHbwe. 
- KaK? E~e AneKcaHAPY TpeTbeMy? 
CTapv1K COKpyWBHHO LJ MOKHyn v1 Kypv1n CBOB. 
- Hy! A Tenepb - Hapo,.qy npv1cRraHJT. Pa3Hv1~a ecTb? 
CTapv1K ~e npOCb1nan nenny Ha KoneHo. 
- A MyKa L.Jbfl? He Hapo,.qHaR? - ropflLJv1nacb BanR v1 see oT6paCb1aana 
Ha3a,.Q aecenb1e cna,.qa~v1e aonocb1. - MyKy - ,.Qnfl Koro ae3nv1? ~fl 
H8M~8B, LJTO nv1? 
- Hy, npaav1nbHO, - Hv1LJYTb He cnopv1n cTapv1K. - ~a v1 pe6RTa TO}t{B 
HB HBM~bl exanv1, TO}t{8 Haw Hapo,.q. 
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~oKypBHHYHJ K036HJ HO}t{Ky OH corHyn ,.QO KOH~a v1 noracv1n O KpblWKY cpoHapfl . 
- BoT CTapv1K HBnOHflTnv1B6~! ~ 3a,.qeno 3oTOBa. - ~a LJTO TaKOB nopfl,.QOK 
rocy,.qapCTBBHHbLH - Tb! npB,.QCTaBnRBWb? 3To ecnv1 KaH{AblH 6y,.qeT 6paTb, 
LJTo eMy noHpaav1TbCfl, fl BO36MY, Tb! BO36MBW6 - pa3ae Mbl BOHHY Bb1v1rpaeM? 
- A 3aLJeM MBWKv1 HO}t{aMv1 pe3anv1? - Hero,.qoaana Banfl. - 3To no-KaK0BcKv1? 
3To Haw Hapo,.q? 
- ~on}t{HO 6b!Tb 3awv1Tbl 6bmv1, - BbLCKa3an Kop,.qy6aHno v1 Bbt Tep Hoc pyKoH. 
- TaK - pa3opHv1LJaTb? LJTo6 Mv1 Mo c~nanocb? Ha nyTR? - BO3MyTv1nacb 
TBTfl cppocfl. - CKonbKO npopaanv1 ,.qa cKonbKO npocb1nanv1, TOBapv1~ 
neHTBHaHT! 3To CKOnbKO ,.QBTBH MO}t{HO HaKopMv1Tb! 
- Hy , npaav1nbHO, cKa3an cTapv1K. - As TaKOH BOT ,.QO}t{,.Qb s 
nonyaaroHax v1 ocTanbHafl npoMOKHBT. 
- A,,.qa, LJTO c Hv1M roaopv1Tb! - pa3,.qaca,.qoaancR 3oToa Ha ce6R 6onbwe, 
LJTo BcTpfl n B Hv1KLJBMHblH v1 6e3 Toro RCHbtH pa3roaop. - He wyMv1Te TYT ! 
Pa6oTaTb M8UB8T8!8 
The other incident, before the climax of the story, which makes 
this same point, occurs when Zotov has to face the problem of an echelon 
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of soldiers which has been travelling without rations for eleven days 
since every station equipped to supply them has been reached after closing 
hours for revictualling, and since the regulations do not permit issues 
to be made after the stipulated hours. Again this is a symbolic 
microcosmic situation, which contains the suffering soldiers, the se~geant 
at the point of almost any action to procure food, and set against them, 
the meaningless regulations which do nothing to smooth the way but only 
hinder and harm, and the cynicism of those who turn the rules to their 
own convenience, indifferent to all but their own wants. In the midst of 
the hopeless situation stands the idealist Zotov, who perceives that 
something is terribly wrong, but cannot permit himself to perceive that 
there are two irreconcilables: the reality and the official morality he 
accepts, and the everyday reality and the appropriate morality for the 
actual situation. 
The second way in which Solzhenitsyn directly attacks the adequacy 
of official perceptions, in a way not present in any of the other writings, 
is in his accusation that motives of self-interest are able to masquarade 
under the guise of the sort of behaviour regarded as quite proper according 
to official perceptions of social reality. It is true, of course, that 
several of the other writers I have examined make the point that it is 
possible to abuse the prevailing ideals of the society by presenting them 
as a facade for social actions which are in fact self-interested. The 
very much stronger point, however, which Solzhenitsyn alone seems to make 
is that the stereotyped responses which the ideology generates actually 
encourage this type of cynicism, since it is always possible to present 
self-interested actions in a readily acceptable ideological form. In the 
absence of the ideology, it is implied, this would at least be far less 
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easy to achieve. 
This point - not that the ideology can go sour, but that it cannot 
fail to go sour just because it is an ideology - is brought out with 
particular clarity in Dlia ~ol'zy dela. The nominal reason for the 
decision to turn the technicum's new building over to the research 
institute is of course that this will help the promotion of nat±onal 
technological advancement, an approved ideological aim. During the 
interview with the obkom secretary, the underlyi_ng appeal to a quite 
different and wholly cynical motive is unashamedly brought out. The 
special value of the Institute over the school to the local community is 
said to be that it will allow the town to be moved into a different and 
higher category of classification - a matter of prestige to which, it is 
presumed by the obkom secretary, everyone will naturally respond. 
We may say, finally, that underlying all these perceptions of 
Solzhenitsyn's there appears to be a more general connnitment to the 
criticism of the official perceptions of social reality. This perception 
is, of course, no more than hinted at thro_ughout the two stories I have 
analysed. It is the capacity, however, to offer these hints which finally 
sets Solzhenitsyn apart from the more conventional criticisms I began 
by considering, and which begins to give us the measure of his special 
courage and insight as a critic of Soviet society. The point towards 
which Solzhenitsyn's stories appear to tend is that there will not only 
be many situations in which the official picture of social reality cramps 
and stereotypes the behaviour even of sincere people. The further point 
s eems to be that it is altogether a mistake to look to any pre-established 
picture of social reality as the proper guide for a decent ethical life. 
The appeal here seems not so much - as with the more official writings -
to be in favour of an opening up, a humanising of the received ideology 
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and what it prescribes. It appears instead to be an appeal away from 
any such ideology altogether, and an appeal instead to a sense of common 
humanity and to the ideals of conduct which this would dictate. 
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CONCLUSION 
If we now review the literature I have analysed, following the 
methodology I outlined in my Introduction, we are now in a position 
to give an account of both the functions which this literature 
concerned with the problems of young people served in its society, 
as well as an account of the range and limitations of the literature 
itself. 
I turn first to consider the functions which we have now seen 
this literature performed. In my Introduction, I outlined two respects 
in which the problem of legitimising a given way of perceiving social 
reality arises for the leaders of any society in which this is felt 
to be an important need. The first problem was one of social 
perception, the second was essentially one of social power. I derived 
this typology from the account of the sociology of knowledge given by 
Berger and Luckmann in The Social Construction of Reality. We are 
now in a position to summarise the ways in which this typology seems 
peculiarly appropriate as a way of classifying and analysing the type 
of literature I have considered. 
We have seen, first of all, how the issue of social perception 
arises in this literature. There is a given ideal of conduct, to 
which one is expected and attempts to conform. We have seen, however, 
that this literature illustrates two forms of tension which can arise 
for the social agent between the demands of the given ideal, and the 
agent's own social perceptions. The first tension arises because the 
given ideal is no longer perceived as the way to give an account of 
social reality, but merely as one possible way. In Chapter II, we 
saw this tension reflected in the case of social action. It turns 
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out, according to the works we have considered, that the traditional 
figure of the Soviet positive hero cannot after all be taken to be 
the sum of all the appropriate social virtues. In Chapters III and 
IV, we also saw how the same tensions arise in a wider class of 
social situations. In Chapter III we saw how the adult way of 
perceiving the work situation is no longer unquestioningly accepted 
by the young people. The adolescent's evaluation of his given roles 
in society is shown to be to some extent out of line with the values 
of the parental generation. In Chapter IV we saw how the way in 
which a young person with a special talent might evaluate his role 
and situation can again be out of line with the form of evaluation 
required by the accepted ideology. The situation is shown to arise 
in which the young people want to feel a sense of belonging in their 
society, and yet feel a tension between their sense of what would count 
as belonging on the one hand, and the conventional demands of their 
society on the other. 
The second form of tension which we have now shown to arise at 
this level is generated when the young people, in perceiving that the 
given ideals of their society merely represent one possible construction 
of social reality, also come to perceive that in several respects it 
is simply not an ideal construction at all. I have attempted to show 
in the latter two chapters that the writers with whom I have been 
concerned vary greatly in the courage with which they attempt to mount 
this criticism. As we saw in Chapter IV, a number of them are content 
to make the point that there may be a range of human situations in 
which the given ideals are simply irrelevant. There is also the more 
daring accusation, however, that even when the given ideals may be 
perceived to be relevant, what they produce is a parody of the human 
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situation, which can lead to positive harm. In Chapter II we saw 
some element of this claim in the discussion of 'seemingly perfect' 
young people. The most detailed case is that of the character of 
Viktoria in Strezhen'. She is shown to be engaged in a sincere attempt 
to live up to the revolutionary ideals of her early upbringing. She 
is also shown, however, to be in part betrayed by this picture of 
what is proper in her social behaviour not only into parodying herself, 
but also into behaving in a thoroughly unfeeling way. In Chapter V, 
however, we saw that incomparably the most subtle and daring 
presentation of this theme is found in Solzhenitsyn's stories. 
We have seen in the second place how the issue of social power 
arises in this literature. There is a need to maintain the perceived 
legitimacy of the official picture of social reality and of the roles 
which it requires. The aim of the leaders of the society is thus to 
get the adolescent, at what Berger and Luckmann have called the 
potentially critical stage of his secondary socialisation, to accept 
the whole given picture of the roles and values needed to sustain the 
structure and self-image of the society. We have seen, however, that 
it is an important theme of this literature to exhibit the adolescents 
as unwilling to accept this official ideology. This is most clearly 
illustrated in the responses (which I analysed in Chapter III) of 
the adolescents to their work situation, and in the doubts which some 
of the adults are even made to feel in Solzhenitsyn's Dlia pol'zy 
dela (analysed in Chapter V) about the effect on the children's faith 
of the bureaucratic injustice which is done to them. 
It may thus be said, as I indicated in my Introduction, and I 
have now tried to illustrate, that in raising this problem of the 
relations between social perceptions and social power, this 
literature performed an important social function in its period. 
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It is clear, that is, that these preoccupations of this literature 
not only reflect a period of ideological thaw. They can also be seen 
to have played a part in what I called the prising open of the given 
and closed perceptions of social reality. 
I turn finally to consider what this study may be claimed to 
have shown about the range and limitations of this literature itself. 
It may be said that the material analysed in Chapters II and III 
still consists in the main of a critique of the given ideology which 
still accepts the appropriateness of thinking in ideological terms. It 
does not seem to be questioned in the novels considered in Chapter II 
that, even though the traditional picture of the ideal Soviet man 
may after all leave something to be desired, there is nevertheless 
some such ideal type to be discovered. And it similarly does not 
seem to be questioned by the writers considered in Chapter III that, 
although the roles assigned to the young people may not fully satisfy 
them, there are nevertheless some such wholly satisfying roles to 
be discharged. I have also sought to show, however, that what might 
be called this ideological critique of ideology is not uniformly 
followed out in this type of literature for this period. The best 
writers - and it is surely part of the definition of who are the 
best writers - can be seen to break out of the given ideological 
terms of debate altogether, and at least to begin to sketch a quite 
different and thoroughly anti-ideological set of values. It is of 
course the special achievement of Solzhenitsyn (as I tried to show 
in Chapter V) to have produced the only complete vision of this kind 
within this literature. It is a necessary condition of fully 
understanding this achievement, however, that we should first study 
the more conventional versions of the themes with which I have been 
concerned. I hope that this comparison has by now been explored 
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in sufficient depth to vindicate the methodological claim which I 
stated in my Introduction: that the sociological study of literature, 
in the way in which I have attempted to pursue it in this thesis, 
is not separate from, but can on the contrary make its own contribution 
to purely literary appreciation. 
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